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Ethos
Ethos (noun /̍ iː .θɒs / iː .θɑːs / word of Greek origin)

- the set of beliefs, ideas, etc. about the social behavior and 
relationships of a person or group.
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Energy 
transition is a 

crucial choice for the 
survival of our planet 
and the sustainable 
development of 
both society 
and business

Message from our CEO
Mathios Rigas

Dear Stakeholders,

I am pleased to present Energean’s first Sustainable Development Report, 

in which we review, address and analyse the key environmental, social and 

economic issues for our stakeholders.  

Our Approach to Sustainable Development
For many, Sustainability of our planet and exploration and production of 

hydrocarbons are in conflict.  At Energean, we firmly believe that energy 

transition is not just a trend to follow to become popular. Rather, it is a crucial 

choice for the survival of our planet and for the sustainable development 

of both society and business. Energean’s gas-focused portfolio means that 

we are already on our way to energy transition: by 2021, production from our 

existing portfolio will be more than 80% gas.

Sustainable development is integral to our corporate philosophy and remains core to our organisation. We are 

committed to creating value for all of our stakeholders, and becoming the leading gas-focused, independent E&P 

Company in the Mediterranean whilst retaining focus on all environmental, social and economic aspects of our 

business. Our vision is to create near-term and lasting benefits for all our stakeholders, guided by our corporate 

values and principles. We ensure responsible practices in all of our areas of operation; deliver excellence through 

adoption of operational efficiencies and industry best practices; and have established a corporate culture based on 

transparency, accountability and commitment to protection of the environment. We have three key elements to our 

strategy through which we aim to create value for our stakeholders: optimising production, developing reserves, 

and adding more hydrocarbons through exploration and acquisitions. Our sustainable business model is focused 

on delivering these strategic priorities within our fundamental pillars of disciplined capital allocation, operational 

excellence and risk mitigation. We adopt a well-balanced and informed financial approach, ensuring low levels of 

bank debt that are complemented by strong operating cash flows, and we continually assess organic and inorganic 

value creation opportunities.  

Within this construct, our Corporate Social Responsibility Policy is one of our core guiding principles and focuses on 

four key areas: Employees, Health, Safety & Environment and Community Relations.

ΕΕΕEmployees

Over the last ten years, Energean’s growth has been 

accompanied by its transformation into a multinational 

company.  Our people are one of our key strengths 

and we recognise the benefits of having a diverse 

workforce, and currently employ people, and engage 

contractors, from 28 different countries. We assume 

our responsibility towards our employees by caring 

for their health and wellbeing, reinforcing their training 

and education, protecting their human and labour 

rights, and offering inclusive and equal opportunities. 

We protect our human capital and we promote a 

culture of fairness, free of discrimination, following the 

standards set by the Universal Declaration of Human 

Rights.

Health, Safety & Environment

We see our health, safety and environmental (HSE) performance as a key aspect of the overall success of the 

business. We are committed to the highest standards of HSE regarding our employees, contractors, partners and 

the general public, as well as the mitigation of our environmental impact. 

Our experience of operating in environmentally sensitive areas without compromising them is something of which 

we are proud. Energean is the only oil & gas producer in Greece and, together with its predecessor business, 

has a 38-year track record of operating offshore and onshore assets in environmentally sensitive locations. We 

have proven that hydrocarbon exploration and exploitation can be achieved in harmony with society and the 

environment, as exemplified by our HSE track record in the North Aegean Sea, adjacent to some of Greece’s most 

popular tourist destinations. In every year since the inception of Energean, The Hellenic Society for the Protection 

of Nature has awarded at least 10 blue flags to beaches and marinas in the vicinity of Prinos. 

As we continue to scale up operations, we will remain focused on our key HSE performance indicators and the 

safety of our employees. In particular, we will continue to transfer learnings from the 

experience and success we have had to date to all locations in which we operate, 

both now and in the future. Energean’s experience and conscientious approach 

towards the management of its assets will continue to be a key differentiator 

for us.

Community Relations

Engaging with local communities has greatly assisted 

us in establishing effective corporate governance and 

in ensuring that responsible behaviour is an integral 

part of our business model. We maintain our social 

license to operate by promoting the sustainable 

development of all surrounding societies, in particular 

not forgetting vulnerable people. We are committed 

to further enhancing our social contribution, drawing 

from our active engagement with the communities 

and people in need.

GRI 102-10, GRI 102-14
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Message from our CEO

Mathios Rigas

Chief Executive Officer

A Snapshot of 2018

57% increase in 
environmental 

expenditures in 2018 
compared to 2017

96% of water 
withdrawals 

recycled
and reused

Employees and 
contractors from 28 
countries around the 

world

Wheelchair Basketball 
Game in Kavala to raise 

awareness against 
inequalities

14 internships and 2 
scholarships for 
college students 

+45% production 
increase compared to 

2017

29% cost of
 production decrease

compared to 2017

35% reserves and 
resources increase

compared to 2017

74% of our reserves 
and resources comes 

from gas

Grand sponsors of 2 
Marathons in 2018

Cleaning the seabed of the 
main port of Kavala with 

the engagement of our 
employees and divers

40% of the 
executive committee 

represented by 
women

15 blue flags awarded by 
the Hellenic Society for 

the Protection of Nature  
assigned to beaches 

around the Prinos basin

No incidents of corruption 
and non-compliance with 
laws and regulations, in 

the social, environmental 
and economic area during 

the reporting period

Zero environmental 
incidents over our 
years of operation

16,4% decrease in direct 
emissions/product tonne & 
31,4% in indirect emissions/
product tonne compared to 

2017

Most important events in 2018
Energean’s Premium Listing on the London Stock 

Exchange in March 2018, raising $460 million, was 

a landmark accomplishment for the Company and 

represented the largest primary raise by an E&P 

Company for more than four years. In June 2018, we 

were subsequently admitted to the FTSE 250 index. 

The period also saw us list our shares on the Tel Aviv 

Stock Exchange, the market in which our flagship 

Karish and Tanin assets lie, and where a significant 

number of stakeholders are domiciled. In undertaking 

this secondary listing, we succeeded in expanding the 

accessibility of our exciting Mediterranean energy story 

to a wider pool of investors, enabling us to continue 

generating and distributing economic value. Post-

period end, we have entered the Tel Aviv 35 index. 

Our successful 2018 operations were also recognised 

through a number of awards. We received awards for 

“CEO of the Year”, “Small Cap Company of the Year” and 

“Deal of the Year” by the Oil & Gas Council, in recognition 

of our operational progress and business achievements. 

Petroleum Economist named us “Energy Company of the 

Year”, which recognises organisations that have shown 

significant improvement across the business during the 

relevant period. Project Finance International recognised 

Energean with the award for “Oil & Gas Deal of the Year”. 

Key challenges and long-term goals
Supporting our principles on human rights, anti-

corruption, environmental protection and better 

labour practices, we are now a signatory to the United 

Nations Global Compact, which supports participating 

companies in pursuing two goals: internalising the Ten 

Principles of the United Nations Global Compact within 

the company’s strategies, policies and operations; 

and undertaking projects to advance the broader 

development goals of the United Nations, particularly 

the Sustainable Development Goals. I am extremely 

proud of Energean’s operational progress and our 

creation of a balanced production and exploration 

portfolio during an uncertain market environment. The 

past decade has been one of considerable growth,

learning, investment and achievement and since 2007, 

we have steadily expanded our operating footprint 

from one country to four; from 2 licences to 13; and our 

reserves and contingent resources from 2 MMboe to 

more than 400 MMboe of 2P and 2C. 

During 2018, we made the Final Investment Decision 

on our Karish and Tanin development, funded by our 

equity raise and a $1.275 billion project finance facility. 

The development is proceeding as planned, and 

we are on schedule to deliver first gas into the Israeli 

domestic market in 1Q 2021, helping the Israeli market’s 

gasification, and adding diversity and security of supply. 

Post-period end, we discovered a further 1 – 1.5 Tcf of 

gas in place at Karish North, which Energean believes 

can be quickly, economically and safely monetised.

In parallel, we continue to optimise our producing assets. 

In 2018, we increased revenues by 56%, simultaneously 

reducing unit cost of production by 29%, and made 

significant progress on the Epsilon development project. 

First Oil was subsequently delivered from the extended 

reach well in April 2019, and the platform development 

is expected to start producing in the next 12 months.

We set ambitious targets for our long term strategy, 

and are focused on adding more hydrocarbons to our 

portfolio, both organically and inorganically. In Israel, 

we are focused both on meeting growing Israeli gas 

demand and on key regional export markets, through 

aiming to secure the resources and offtake to fill our 8 

bcma FPSO. 

To conclude, I would like to express my deep gratitude to 

all of our colleagues for their hard work and commitment 

to implementing our values during their day-to-day 

activities: your support and contribution is paramount to 

the success of our company. I very much look forward 

to continuing to work with all of you as we continue to 

grow the business. With the support of our people, we 

have achieved remarkable milestones all these years 

and we aim to continue creating shared value for all of 

our stakeholders focused on the sustainable growth of 

Energean.

Awards
Oil & gas deal  
of the year

Energy company 
of the year

Deal of the year, Executive of the year,  
Small Cap of the year

!
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1. Getting to know Energean

GRI 102-1, GRI 102-2, GRI 102-4, GRI 102-5, GRI 102-6, GRI 102-7, GRI 102-45

Where we operate
Energean currently holds 13 licences across the Mediterranean. Our asset base 

provides an attractive, balanced mix of producing, development and exploration 

assets, creating near- and long-term value. We are focused on value-accretive growth 

opportunities within the region and will continue to pursue organic and inorganic 

growth options that benefit all of our stakeholders.

producing

in development

exploration

Blocks 12, 21, 22, 23, 31 (all 70%)

Block 26 100%

Block 30 100%

Prinos 100%

South Kavala 100%

Ioannina 40%

Katakolo 100%

Aitoloakarnania 40%

Prinos 100%

Epsilon 100%

Prinos North 100%

Katakolo 100%

Prinos 100%

Prinos North 100%

South Kavala 100%

 Oil  Gas 
% Ownership

*  Working interest in the Karish and Tanin assets was 50% 

as of 31 December 2017 and increased to 70% in March 2018.

Karish 70%*

Karish 70%*

Ioannina 40%

Aitoloakarnania 40%

Greece Israel

exploration

exploration

in development

Montenegro

Block 26 100%

Karish 70%*

Karish 70%*

Tanin 70%

Tanin 70%

Block 30 100%

Energean Oil & Gas (LSE:ENOG, FTSE 250, TASE:אאאא, TA-35) 

is a London-based independent E&P company focused 

on developing resources in the Mediterranean, where it 

holds 13 licenses and operates assets that have been 

producing hydrocarbons with an excellent HSE track 

record for 38 years. Energean is committed to sustainable 

development, and strives to meet the United Nations 

Sustainable Development Goals through its day-to-day 

operations and a wide range of CSR initiatives.

Energean’s operations began when the Group acquired 

the Prinos licenses, offshore North-East Greece, in 

2007. At the time, these licences contained 2 mmboe 

of audited 2P reserves. Twelve years later, the Group 

has built up a balanced portfolio of producing and 

development assets, containing a total of 347 mmboe of 

natural gas (2P) reserves and 58 mmboe of contingent 

(2C) resources, in Israel and Greece. Energean is 

committed to realizing the significant   growth   potential  

of  its  development   and  exploration projects, such 

as the Karish and Tanin fields, offshore Israel, and other 

license blocks in Greece and Montenegro.

In addition, the Company has significant exploration 

potential in the licenses held in Israel, the Adriatic and 

Western Greece, which provide the basis for future 

organic growth. 

Energean is also producing from the Prinos and North 

Prinos oil fields as well as the South Kavala natural gas 

field, offshore NE Greece. According to Netherland 

Sewell & Associates, Inc.’s (NSAI) Competent Persons 

Report (CPR), Energean has 38 MMbbls and 5.2 Bcf of 

natural gas (2P) reserves and 32.5 MMbbls and 8.3 Bcf 

of gas classified as contingent (2C) resources in the 

Prinos basin fields in Greece. The proven oil field West 

Katakolo, offshore Greece, contains 10.5 mmboe 2P 

reserves, according to NSAIs CPR.

Key Facts: 

Since inception in 2007 Energean has built up a balanced portfolio of producing and development assets, 

increasing its 2P reserves from 2 MMboe in 2007 to 347 MMboe of 2P reserves and 58 MMboe of 2C 

resources at the end of 2018. Energean is committed to realising the significant value and growth potential of 

its production assets in Greece, the Karish and Tanin development asset offshore Israel, and its exploration 

acreage across Israel, Western Greece and Montenegro.
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Completed 
a 3D seismic 
survey in the 
Prinos Oil 
Field

2015

Purchased 
the Energean 
Force

2014

Multi-year 
offtake 
agreement 
signed between 
BP and 
Energean Oil & 
Gas for  
the entire  
oil production 
from Prinos

Third Point 
investment as 
equity supporter

Aegean Energy 
S.A. achieved 
extension of  
the concession 
licence for  
the Prinos Oil 
Field area

2013

Aegean 
Energy S.A. 
changed 
its name to 
Energean  
Oil & Gas

2010

Aegean Energy 
S.A. announced 
the purchase 
of 100% of 
Eurotech’s 
shares, majority 
shareholder of 
Kavala Oil S.A.

2007

Aegean Energy 
initiated a new 
development 
plan for Prinos 
North and 
Epsilon fields

2008

Secured 
US$75million 
EBRD RBL 
facility as well 
as agreed 
US$20million 
finance for 
exploration 
assets 

Acquired 
100% interest 
in Karish and 
Tanin fields, 
offshore Israel, 
from Delek 
Drilling and 
Avner

Kerogen 
Capital 50% 
investment in 
Energean Israel 

2016

November:
–  Achieved First Steel Cut on the 

Energean Power FPSO Hull 

January:
–  Signed extended and updated 

US$180m RBL Senior facility 
for the Greek assets

October:
–  Started trading on the Tel 

Aviv Stock Exchange (TASE) 
through a secondary listing

December:
–  Energean Israel Limited 

(Energean plc 70%) signed an 
MoU with INGL for the transfer 
of near-shore and onshore 
infrastructure, resulting in cash 
inflow of approximately 369 
million NIS (US$98 million)

–  13th GSPA signed, increasing 
total gas sales contracted to  
4.6bcm/year

March:
–  Delivered the largest  

oil and gas IPO in London for 
four years, raising US$460m.

–  Signed US$1.275bn of 
project financing to develop 
the Karish field.

–  Took Final Investment 
Decision on the Karish and  
Tanin development

–  Increased shareholding 
in Energean Israel to 70% 
(Kerogen Capital holding 
remaining 30%)

January:
–  Completed seismic acquisition 

over licences 23 and 31, 
offshore Israel

February:
–  Completed seismic acquisition 

over Blocks 26 and 30, 
offshore Montenegro 

–  Commenced our drilling 
programme offshore Israel

April:
–  First oil delivered from the 

Epsilon Extended Reach Well

–  Gas discovery in Karish North

2019

Signed a total 
of 12 GSPA 
agreements 
for the sale of 
4.2bcm/year 
of gas 

Repsol farms 
in to Energean’s 
Ioannina and 
Aitoloakarnia 
Blocks, 
onshore 
Western 
Greece 

Awarded 
five new 
exploration 
blocks offshore 
Israel

Awarded two 
offshore blocks 
in Montenegro 
with limited 
commitments

2017 2018

Our History
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2. A sustainable business model
Our Governance Structure

GRI 102-18, GRI 102-23

Board of Directors

Who we are: Energean Management Team

Robert William Peck
Independent Non - Executive Director

David Bonanno
Non - Executive Director

Mathios Rigas
Chief Executive Officer

Panos Benos
Chief Financial Officer

Ohad Marani
Independent Non - Executive Director

Simon Heale
Non - Executive Chairman

Committee Membership
 Audit & Risk
 Remuneration
 HS&E

Committee Membership
 Audit & Risk
 Remuneration (Chair)
 HS&E

Committee Membership
 Nomination & Governance

Committee Membership
 Nomination & Governance

  (Chair)
 Remuneration

Committee Membership
 Audit & Risk (Chair)
 Nomination & Governance
 Remuneration

Committee Membership
 HS&E

Executive Committee Regional Managers

Mathios Rigas
Chief Executive Officer

Panos Benos
Chief Financial Officer

Dr. Stephen Moore
Chief Growth Officer

Iman Hill
Chief Operating Officer

Michelle Churchward
Group General Counsel

Kate Sloan
Head of Investor Relations 
& ECM

Vassilis Tsetoglou
HSE Manager, Greece
& the Adriatic

Maria Martin
Head of Corporate Finance

Angelos Mastrantonis
Head of HR & Administration

Stella Lena
Head of Financial Control

Antonis Nikolopoulos
MONTENEGRO, Country Manager

Dimitris Gontikas
GREECE, Managing Director

Shaul Zemach
ISRAEL, Country Manager

Business Values And Corporate Principles

GRI 102-16

Energean is committed to maintaining the highest standards of integrity and corporate governance practices in 

order to maintain excellence in its daily operations, and to promote confidence in its governance systems.

Towards this goal, Energean documents procedures in order to evaluate the adequacy and effectiveness of internal 

control system and risk exposures relating to governance, operations, EHS and information systems. Furthermore, 

the company enhances transparency through complying with applicable laws and regulations and refrains from any 

kind of bribes and corrupt business.

Code of Conduct (the “Code”) is a statement of Core Operating Principles and Values and has been designed to 

establish clear guidelines for our daily business conduct and ethical behavior. It is essential that each of us in 

Energean has a clear understanding of what our business conduct is expected to be, as well as the consequences 

of any eventual noncompliance.

Our Corporate Principles

 Being Ethical and Responsible

 Being Transparent and Accountable

 Creating an attractive Workplace and being an Employer of Choice

 Mitigating Environmental Impacts and Minimizing our Footprint

 Supporting Local Communities.

Anti-corruption and bribery policy Whistleblowing

The Group has an anti-corruption and bribery policy 

which sets out our responsibilities, as well as the 

responsibilities of those working for us, in observing 

and upholding our position on bribery. It also provides 

information and guidance to those working for us on 

how to recognise and deal with bribery and corruption 

issues.

We take a zero-tolerance approach to bribery and 

corruption and we are committed to acting professionally, 

fairly and with integrity in all our business dealings and 

relationships wherever we operate. 

As part of our commitment to conducting our business 

with honesty and integrity, the Group has adopted a 

Whistleblowing Policy that encourages the detection 

and reporting of malpractice throughout all levels of the 

organisation.

The Whistleblowing Policy takes into account the 

Whistleblowing Arrangements Code of Practice issued 

by the British Standards Institute and Public Concern at 

Work and is applicable to all individuals working within 

the Group including consultants and contractors. 

The Board has established four committees made up principally of Independent Non-Executive Directors. All 

appointments to these committees are for an initial period of up to three years and may be extended by no more 

than two additional three year periods. These committees are:

 Audit and Risk Committee

 Nomination and Governance Committee

 Health, Safety and Environment Committee

 Remuneration Committee

The terms of reference of the committees have been drawn up in accordance with the provisions of the Code of 

Conduct. A copy of each committee’s terms of reference is available from the Company Secretary and also can be 

found at our website: www.energean.com.

Board Committees

Andrew Bartlett
Senior Independent Director

Stathis Topouzoglou
Non - Executive Director

Karen Simon
Independent 
Non-Executive Director

http://www.energean.com
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GRI 102-9

Our Supply Chain Stakeholder Engagement

GRI 102-40, GRI 102-42, GRI 102-43, GRI 102-44

Energean’s stakeholders are defined as entities 

or individuals that are reasonably expected to be 

substantively influenced by the organization’s activities, 

or those reasonably expected to influence Energean’s 

ability to implement its strategy or achieve its objectives. 

Key topics and concerns that have a significant impact 

for our stakeholders, are analyzed throughout the 

current Sustainablility Report, while specific information 

on each material topic is included in the following 

chapters.

Local Communities
Types of Communication & Engagement: 

Business partners
Types of Communication & Engagement: 

Customers
Types of Communication & Engagement: 

Topics of concern: 

Topics of concern: 

Topics of concern: 

E-mail / Weekly

Telephone Contact / Weekly

Announcements / 2-3 times per year

Personal Contact - Meetings / Every other month

Surveys / Annually

E-mail / Daily

Telephone Contact / Monthly

Personal Contact - Meetings / Quarterly

Surveys / Annually

Reports / Quarterly

E-mail / Monthly

Telephone Contact / Monthly

Personal Contact - Meetings / Annually

Surveys / Annually

Reports / Quarterly

Newsletters / Annually

Contribution to Employment

Indirect economic impacts

Responsible energy management

Air quality

Emergency preparedness

Occupational health & safety and well-being

Generation and distribution of economic value

Business ethics and transparent relationships with 

host governments

Emergency preparedness

Regulatory compliance

Occupational health & safety and wellbeing

Generation and distribution of economic value

Business ethics and transparent relationships with 

host governments

Regulatory compliance

Responsible supply chain

GRI 102-12, GRI 102-13

Memberships

Energean collaborates with approximately 3,000 contractors and vendors globally, sourcing specialist oil & gas 

equipment, material and services, as well as non-specialist goods and support services, that include categories 

such as ICT, logistics, facilities management.  We aim to promote a sustainable supply chain that meets Energean 

expectations, responsible sourcing is a priority for our business and we strongly believe that our suppliers play a 

key role in the success of our business. In addition to efficiency and operational excellence, Energean focuses on 

creating prosperity and encouraging our suppliers to meet the highest standards of safety, social and environmental 

performance.  Our supply chain is one of our most powerful tools for creating prosperity in the local communities 

and our contracting strategy requires that we aim to source non-specialist goods and services from local businesses 

and communities, in the countries we operate in. 

 

Energean operates to the highest standards of corporate governance and our suppliers are expected to act and 

operate in accordance with Energean HSE, ethical and corporate social responsibility standards. 

Energean actively supports initiatives that aim to address the most significant issues of the Oil & Gas Industry. For 

this reason, Energean is a member of several industry associations and participates in forums where problems and 

challenges of the industry’s future are discussed and analyzed, in an unbiased and credible way. These memberships 

are:

 Institute of Energy in Southeastern Europe (IENE)
 Greek Energy Forum
 American-Hellenic Chamber of Commerce

Energean Vendors by Continent Energean Vendors by Country

 N. America 6%

 S. America 0,13%

 Africa 1%

 Asia 9%

 Oceania 0,06%

 Europe 84%

 GR 53%

 GB 20%

 IL 8%

 US 5%

 CY 2%

 GE 1%

 NL 1%

 DE 1%

 Other 9%

(includes Montenegro)
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NGO’s
Types of Communication & Engagement: 

Employees
Types of Communication & Engagement: 

Shareholders and Investors
Types of Communication & Engagement : 

Contractors and Suppliers
Types of Communication & Engagement: 

Media
Types of Communication & Engagement: 

Rating Agencies, Banks and Financial Institutions
Types of Communication & Engagement: 

Industry Associations
Types of Communication & Engagement: 

Governments and Regulatory Authorities
Types of Communication & Engagement: 

Topics of concern: Topics of concern: 

Topics of concern: Topics of concern: 

Topics of concern: Topics of concern: 

Topics of concern: Topics of concern: 

E-mail / Weekly

Telephone Contact / Monthly

Announcements / 2-3 times per year

Personal Contact - Meetings / Once or twice a year

Surveys / Annually

*

E-mail / Daily

Telephone Contact / Daily

Announcements / Monthly

Personal Contact - Meetings / Once or twice a year

Surveys / Once a year

E-mail 

Telephone Contact 

Personal Contact - Meetings 

Conference calls

RNS Announcements

Media Announcements

Annual Report

Indirectly via stockbrokers

*Frequency of communication varies according to shareholder/investor and the corresponding regulatory requirements. 
Energean contacts as often as is necessary to keep shareholders/investors informed.

Telephone Contact / Daily

Announcements / Weekly

Personal Contact - Meetings / Weekly

Surveys / Once a year

Contribution to Employment

Indirect economic impacts

Responsible energy management

Air quality

Emergency preparedness

Emergency preparedness

Regulatory compliance

Occupational health & safety and wellbeing

Biodiversity protection and preservation

Responsible waste management

Occupational health & safety and well-beingא

Generation and distribution of economic valueא

 Business ethics and transparent relationships withא

host governments

Emergency preparednessא

Regulatory complianceא

Regulatory compliance

Contribution to employment

Occupational health & safety and wellbeing

Business ethics and transparent relationships with 

host governments

Indirect economic impacts

Responsible water management

Responsible waste management

Biodiversity protection and preservation

Emergency preparedness

Generation and distribution of economic valueא

Community relationsא

Responsible water managementא

Responsible waste managementא

Regulatory complianceא

Indirect economic impacts

Occupational health & safety and wellbeing

Emergency preparedness

Community relations

Business ethics and transparent relationships with 

host governments

Regulatory compliance

Occupational health & safety and wellbeing

Biodiversity protection and preservation

Emergency preparedness

Business ethics and transparent relationships with 

host governments

E-mail / Monthly

Telephone Contact / Weekly

Announcements / Monthly

Personal Contact - Meetings / Monthly

Surveys / Once a year

Press Conferences / Once or twice a year

E-mail / Monthly

Telephone Contact / Weekly

Personal Contact - Meetings / Monthly

Reports / Daily

Surveys / Once a year

E-mail / Monthly

Telephone Contact / Weekly

Announcements / Monthly

Personal Contact - Meetings / Monthly

Surveys / Once a year

Reports / 2-3 times a year

E-mail / Weekly

Telephone Contact / Weekly

Announcements / Monthly

Personal Contact - Meetings / Weekly

Surveys / Once a year

Reports / Daily
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GRI 102-46, GRI 102-47

Materiality Analysis

As part of our sustainable development strategy, we focus on topics that have a major impact on the assessments 

and the decisions of our stakeholders and on those that are directly related to our significant economic, social and 

environmental impacts. Based on the specifications of the GRI Standards on sustainability reporting, we conducted 

an analysis on the materiality of these topics, with the involvement of our stakeholders. The analysis included the 

following three phases:

Phase 1: Identification of relevant topics

In order to identify a least of relevant topics we applied 

the stakeholder inclusiveness and sustainability 

context principles and we performed the following 

actions:

 We reviewed the expectations of our major 11 

Stakeholder Groups as documented through existing 

communication channels

 We conducted an online media review for 2018 on 

topics related to our activities and the expectations of 

our stakeholders

 We reviewed sustainable development topics related 

to industry and international standards such as GRI, 

SASB, IPIECA, TCFD, UN SDGs

 We reviewed the publicly available sustainability 

reports of our peer companies

1 Contribution to Employment

2 Occupational health & safety and 

wellbeing

3 Continuous training and development

4 Safeguard diversity, inclusiveness, 

human and labor rights

5 Generation and distribution of 

economic value

6 Indirect economic impacts

7 Financial implications and other risks 

and opportunities due to climate change

8 Business ethics and transparent 

relationships with host governments

9 Responsible supply chain

10 Responsible energy management

11 Greenhouse gas emissions

12 Air quality

13 Responsible water management

14 Biodiversity protection and preservation

15 Responsible waste management

16 Community relations

17 Emergency preparedness

18 Regulatory compliance

19 Provide cyber and information security

Phase 2: Prioritization of topics

The current procedures allowed us to prepare a 

list of 19 topics, which during the second phase we 

prioritized thagainst the following criteria by applying 

the stakeholder inclusiveness and materiality principles:

 The significance of their economic, social and 

environmental impacts

 Their significance for stakeholder assessments and 

decisions

In order to prioritize topics, we have put together a mix 

of methods of direct consultation with our stakeholders. 

We sampled 394 representatives of stakeholders, 

including Local Communities, Business Partners, 

Customers, NGOs, Shareholders and Investors, Media, 

Industry Associations, Employees, Contractors and 

Suppliers, Rating Agencies, Banks and Financial 

Institutions, Governments and Regulatory Authorities. 

The response rate reached 29%. The results of the 

process are reflected in the following materiality map.

Materiality Map

Phase 3: Validation of results

The validation of the results was carried out by Energean’s management, by applying the completeness and 

stakeholder inclusiveness principles, as it was determined that the topics covered through the materiality analysis 

reflect the organization’s significant economic, environmental and/or social impacts.
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GRI 102-46, GRI 102-47

Material Topics And Their Boundaries

GRI 103-1

Regulatory Compliance
Operating in an industry which is subject to considerable regulation and a rapidly changing regulatory 

environment, we consider our continuous compliance with applicable laws and regulations as an essential 

foundation upon which to conduct and build our business. Deviation from applicable laws and regulations 

could adversely affect our reputation and negatively impact our legal and social licence to operate in those 

countries where we are active, and could risk injury, loss or damage to our employees,  our suppliers and 

contractors, and to the environment. 

Biodiversity Protection and Preservation 
Protecting the biodiversity and the wider ecosystems surrounding our operations is essential to continue our 

business strategy and operate in a responsible manner. Biodiversity protection is not only related to natural 

habitats and species, but it contributes with essential economic and ecological benefits to society. Potential 

impact on the biodiversity may cause disrupt of our operations, while influence our social license to operate. 

Potential impacts on biodiversity may be caused by our operations as well as by our contractors’ operations 

and therefore we implement preventive actions and responsible practices across our supply chain to ensure 

the protection and retention of the biological richness in the areas where we operate.

Occupational health & safety and wellbeing

The high standard execution and delivery of our services relies on the capabilities of our workforce, and it 

is our responsibility to provide a safe work environment for our people to operate in. Potential health and 

safety incidents may occur across all of our operations, and may cause acute impacts on our employees 

and contractors. Moreover, the occurrence of critical incidents related to the health and safety of our people, 

could affect significantly our reputation as an operator who provides safe working conditions, while cause 

impacts to our business continuity and our license to operate, together with potential regulatory and financial 

implications. Therefore, we demonstrate and maintain an integrated Health and Safety Management System 

that applies to all people employed within our facilities and/or affected by our corporate activities.

Material Topic Link to Sustainable Development Goals 
(SDGs)

Topic Boundary
(Entities which may cause or be 

associated with the impacts)

Regulatory compliance

Occupational health & safety

Community relations

Biodiversity protection 
and preservation

Responsible water 
management

Air quality

Business ethics and trans-
parent relationships with host 
governments

Responsible waste 
management

Generation and distribution 
of economic value

Emergency preparedness

Greenhouse gas emissions

Why Are These Topics Material?

 Energean
 Contractors

 Energean
 Contractors

 Energean
 Contractors

 Energean
 Contractors

 Energean
 Contractors

 Energean
 Contractors

 Energean
 Contractors

 Energean

 Energean

 Energean

 Energean

The above table presents the material topics prioritized against both the significance of their economic, social 

and environmental impacts and the significance for stakeholders assessments and decisions in ascending order. 

We note that a topic is considered material even if it is only significant against one of two criteria used for the 

prioritization.
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Responsible Water Management 
We consider water management a vital aspect of our operations and therefore we adopt responsible treating 

methods to safeguard one of the planet’s most precious elements. Adopting an effective and responsible water 

management approach, enables us to avoid any risk of potential contamination of local water resources, and 

hence constitutes a key strategic priority for Energean, towards our long term growth and success, taking into 

account that significant amounts of water are required during production processes. 

Potential absence of comprehensive water management systems in place or irresponsible approach, would 

cause regulatory and financial implications while would affect our license to operate, create environmental 

impacts and disrupt relationships with our stakeholders. 

Business ethics and transparent relationships with host governments

Business Ethics

Energean conducts its business in a principled and socially responsible manner and will not tolerate non-

compliance with applicable law. Any instances of non-compliance with applicable laws and regulations, 

including those laws to prevent fraud, bribery, corruption and money laundering, could damage the reputation 

of the Group and lead to financial loss. Employees must comply with applicable law and with Energean’s controls 

and policies, including those designed to encourage behaviours which ensure compliance with applicable law. 

Energean is prepared to impose disciplinary sanctions in the event of non-compliance with its controls and 

policies. 

Transparent Relationships with Host Governments

Establishing transparent relationships with host governments constitutes a key priority for Energean. This assists 

us in maintaining our legal licences to operate. Energean seeks to operate in a transparent, accountable and 

ethical way. In this way, we can continue to create value for all of our stakeholders. Generation and distribution of economic value (Economic performance)

The economic implications of our activities for our stakeholders are essential for our long term sustainability and 

success. We deliver economic value in a variety of ways, including employee and contractor salary payments, 

supplier and partner payments, direct and indirect tax payments to governments, and social investments into 

our local communities. Disruption to any of these economic channels could impact upon the Group’s cash flows, 

financial position and/or investor confidence.

Community Relations
Energean aims to make a positive impact when it comes to community issues. Having understood the power 

of working together, we undertake initiatives in order to build trust with the local communities where we 

operate and hence, secure our social license to operate. We actively pay close attention to the impacts 

made on the well-being of society and we further engage into activities, geared towards contributing, and 

improving the quality of life.

The Oil & Gas Industry, in its entirety, is part of a serious debate over impacts on natural resources, as well as 

impacts on the local communities and their ecosystems. In Energean, we believe that adopting responsible 

practices while aiming for creating shared value for all of our stakeholders, helps us manage risks and fully 

take advantage of the opportunities presented to us in a constantly changing environment. Potential risks 

mainly include a damage to our reputation, a shaking of the established and long-lasting relationships with 

the local communities, and hence the loss of our social license to operate.

Emergency preparedness
Preparedness is critical towards ensuring the safety of our people, the environmental protection, and 

the ability to effectively detect and respond to critical incidents. A potential critical incident, such as oil 

spill, release of hydrocarbons or other hazardous substances, could considerably affect our people, our 

reputation and our license to operate. 

Emergency events may be caused across our supply chain, from our personnel to our suppliers and 

contractors, and therefore we promote a strong safety culture throughout all of our operations, characterized 

by effective management systems and policies in place. The latter reduce the likelihood of critical incidents 

and other emergencies, while enabling the effective response of Energean’s employees, contractors, and 

suppliers, when deemed necessary.

Responsible Waste Management 
Responsible and effective management of waste constitutes a high priority of Energean, in our effort to 

sustain and enhance our reputation as a responsible operator. Increasing regulatory requirements and 

social awareness regarding the waste produced by oil & gas exploration and production operations, further 

enhance our sense of responsibility and promote the sustainable practices we adopt. 

We recognize that disposal of valuable resources found in waste, does not conform to our strategy towards 

sustainable management approaches. Hazardous waste generated from our operations pose a risk to 

our business due to potential environmental pollution, while this topic is considered as material from the 

majority of our stakeholders. Either we operate in Greece, Israel or any location in the Eastern Mediterranean 

we adopt responsible waste management practices, considering direct and indirect impacts of managing 

waste of both our operations as well as of our contractors.

Air Quality and Greenhouse Gas Emissions 
Ensuring adequate levels of air quality through the controlled and responsible release of GHG and other 

air emissions, resulting from our onshore and offshore E&P activities, are considered material topics for 

Energean, that drive the adoption of technological improvements and other operational efficiencies. 

Combustion emissions (e.g. flaring), fugitive emissions (e.g. unintended equipment leaks) and vented 

emissions (e.g. from floating roof tanks) constitute different types of emissions generated regularly or 

potentially through our operations. 

In this context, we assume our responsibility to protect the environmentally sensitive areas that we operate 

in, and we are strongly geared towards reducing our environmental footprint across all our offshore and 

onshore assets, in order to prevent and address any operational, reputational, and/or regulatory risk for our 

company, as well as to address potential unintended impacts on local communities and the surrounding 

environment of our operations.
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3. Axioms and Ethical Synergies

Axiom (noun  /̍ æk.si.əm/  word of Greek origin)

- a statement or principle that is generally accepted to be 
true

Ethical (adjective  /̍ eθ.ɪ.kəl/  /̍ eθ.ɪ.kəl/  word of Greek origin)

- relating to beliefs about what is morally right and wrong

Synergy (noun  /̍ sɪn.ə.dʒi/  word of Greek origin)

- the combined power of a group of things when they are 
working together that is greater than the total power achieved 
by each working separately
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Regulatory Compliance

GRI 103-2, GRI 419-1

Material Topic

Compliance with applicable law and regulation constitutes a core value for Energean and constitutes a central pillar 

of our Corporate Culture and Business Ethics Policy.

In order to ensure that we carry out our operations in accordance with the requirements of the law and regulation 

of each country in which we operate, we have established a risk management framework. This is described in 

Energean’s Annual Report 2018 (pages 56-57). The current principal risks and uncertainties arising out of our 

evaluation of risk in relation to our business and how they impacts our strategy are also described in our Annual 

Report 2018 (pages 58-62). 

Energean’s Board has delegated to our Audit and Risk Committee responsibility for reviewing the effectiveness 

of our systems of internal control and our risk management methodology. As part of this review, the Audit and 

Risk Committee considers the principal risks facing Energean and the nature and extent of these risks, based 

on assessments by management and our internal auditors. We outsource our Internal Audit function, which also 

provides independent assurance over the effectiveness of the systems of risk management and internal control. The 

detailed assessments are then consolidated to provide input into the overall Energean risk assessment.

Further, by means of our legal team and our other functions, we continuously monitor our compliance with applicable 

law and regulation, as well as best practice in the industry and we regularly review our performance.

Energean employees and contractors carrying out operations are continuously monitored to ensure compliance. 

All incidents must be reported internally and we have a ‘stop work’ policy which may be invoked by any Energean 

employee or contractor if they feel that any employee, contractor, Group asset or the local environment is at risk. 

Energean carries out ongoing monitoring of changes in relevant law and regulation and also monitors improvements 

in industry practice. As part of our operational framework and control, we develop, implement, monitor and review 

procedures and instructions for safe operation, enabling us to adapt to changes in operations, regulations, industry 

standards and technology. We carry out internal and external annual safety training for all onsite employees and 

contractors. We also maintain a health monitoring programme and personnel fitness for onsite employees.

Energean has a range of policies and controls to address 
risks related to fraud, bribery and corruption and also to 
protect human rights, employees, health and safety and 
the environment. The Executive Management and the 
Board of Energean provide leadership in these areas, 
as well as oversight and challenge. Policies include 
our Corporate Culture and Business Ethics Policy, our 
Anti-Corruption and Bribery or “ABC” Policy, and our 
Whisteblowing Policy.
Energean is committed to the highest standards 
of corporate governance. Since Admission to the 
London Stock Exchange on 21 March 2018, the Board 
has complied, and will continue to comply, with the 
provisions of the UK Corporate Governance Code 
(‘the Code’). We describe our corporate governance 
arrangements and explain how Energean applies the 
principles of the Code in our Annual Report 2018 (see 
the section on Corporate Governance set out in pages 
65-98 of the Annual Report 2018) . The Code is available 
at www.frc.org.uk. The Board has carried out a review of 
its compliance with the relevant provisions of the Code 
throughout the year and confirmed that it continues to 
comply with all the provisions. 

Energean is committed to protecting the health and 
safety of all individuals affected by its activities, including 
employees, contractors and the general public. We 
have established a comprehensive and integrated 
Health   and   Safety   Management   System  (‘H&S MS’) 

Energean’s environmental strategy is built on the basis of full compliance with environmental laws and regulations. 

As stated in the Health & Safety compliance section, HSE Policy provides details on Energean’s compliance 

requirements and the corresponding responsibilities. Monitoring key environmental parameters is an ongoing 

responsibility which consists of systematic observation, verification and documentation based on which corrective 

and preventive measures can be applied. Prior to the initiation of a project, we conduct thorough review and 

assessment of the applicable environmental legislative framework.

The main environmental legislative frameworks that we have adopted and comply with are the following:

 Directive 2011/92/EU on the assessment of the impacts of certain public and private projects on the environment (EIA 

Directive)

 Water framework directive (WFD), 2000/60/EU 

 Marine strategy framework directive (MSFD), 2008/56/EC

 Directive 2008/98/EC on waste (Waste Framework Directive)

With regards to the prevention of marine pollution, the main legislative framework we adopt and comply with 

includes, but is not limited to, the following:

 International convention for the prevention of pollution from ships (MARPOL)

 Regulation (EC) No 1907/2006 concerning the registration, evaluation, authorization and restriction of chemicals (REACH)

 Treaty on oil pollution preparedness, response and cooperation (OPRC)

 Directive for the safety of offshore oil and gas facilities (2013/30/EC)

 Barcelona Convention

 Agreement on the conservation of cetaceans in the Black Sea, Mediterranean Sea and contiguous Atlantic (ACCOBAMS)

 UN convention on the law of the sea (UNCLOS)

 Stockholm convention on persistent pollutants (POPs)

On biodiversity protection, the main legislative frameworks that we adopt and comply with are the following:

 Convention on migratory species (CMS or Bonn convention) 

 Convention on biological diversity (CBD) 

 Birds directive (2009/409/EC) 

 Habitats directive (92/43/EEC)

 Other conventions, such as the Bern and Ramsar conventions

For more information on the environmental legislative framework, please visit www.energean.com

The Group is internally and externally audited on its financial statements, during which compliance with International 

Financial Reporting Standards is reviewed. It is the responsibility of the Directors of the Company to ensure and 

confirm that Energean’s financial statements are in accordance with the applicable law and legislations. 

aligned with the requirements of international standards 
and European safety directives. We are committed 
to the implementation, maintenance and continual 
improvement of our H&S MS and aim to achieve 
accreditation for international safety standards and best 
practices.
Compliance with all applicable health and safety law 
and regulation is a fundamental requirement of the 
Energean H&S MS. All work carried out at our company 
offices and premises, and all work activities undertaken 
at project locations and operational sites, is carried out 
in accordance with applicable local law and, where 
applicable, European regulation.
Energean requires compliance with the Group’s 
Health, Safety and Environment (‘HSE’) Policy which 
observes applicable health and safety legislation and 
regulations and generally applies best practices where 
local legislation does not exist or where environmental 
regulation does not presently occur. The Board has 
approved a Corporate Major Accident Prevention policy 
(CMAPP), recognising:  

 Energean’s responsibility to comply with the Offshore 
Safety Directive and with the Seveso Directive;  

 that the nature of Energean’s offshore oil and gas 
operations may give rise to major accidents;

 Energean’s responsibility to control the risks of major 
accidents and to continuously improve these controls 
in line with advances in technology and good oilfield 
practices; and

 Energean’s commitment — as laid out in our Corporate 
Culture and Business Ethics Policy — to achieve high 
standards of HSE performance and to make available all 
necessary resources to achieve these goals. 

Governance risks and compliance

Health & Safety compliance

Environmental compliance

Financial compliance

Energean has not identified any incident regarding non-compliance with laws and/or regulations, in the social 

and economic area, during the reporting period.
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Business Ethics And Transparent Relationships 
With Host Governments

GRI 103-2

For more information on the quantitative evaluation of our management approach please go to the chapter Energean in 

Numbers.

Material Topic

Our Management Approach
Business Ethics

Energean has established a Corporate Culture and Business Ethics Policy (“Ethics Policy”), which provides a 

framework for our employees to make good choices: to be responsible and to act using best judgement; to abide by 

the law and to act in a highly principled and socially responsible manner in all areas of Energean’s business. 

The core values outlined in our Ethics Policy are: Our Ethics Policy also includes a summary of Energean’s Anti-Corruption and Bribery Policy (“ABC Policy”). Energean 

has a zero-tolerance approach to bribery and corruption. We are committed to acting professionally, fairly and with 

integrity in all  business dealings and relationships wherever we operate. We uphold all laws relevant to countering 

bribery and corruption, and comply with the UK Bribery Act 2010. 

Our zero-tolerance approach to bribery and corruption is also communicated to our suppliers and business partners 

and we require adherence to anti-bribery laws in contractual arrangements with our suppliers and partners. 

Energean has established a structured system on raising concerns, which is set out in our Company’s Whistleblowing 

policy. 

1. Integrity: to act honestly and consistently in 

interactions with others, and to act ethically and with 

consideration for others;

2. Collaboration: to collaborate and support one 

another and to share knowledge to ensure the success 

of all;

3. Communication: to promote open, honest and 

proactive communication within Energean.

4. Contribution: to contribute actively towards the 

improvement of results, performance and efficiency;

5. Responsibility and Respect: to take responsibility 

for one’s own work and give credit to others for their 

help;

 Regulatory compliance: obeying the law both in 

letter and in spirit is core to Energean. 

 Conflicts of Interest: these are prohibited, except 

as approved by the board of directors.

 Insider Trading and Share Code Dealing: Energean 

has a strictly enforced Share Dealing Code and the 

Inside Information Disclosure Policy. 

 Competition and Fair Dealing: taking advantage of 

opportunities discovered through the use of corporate 

property for personal gain is also strictly prohibited. 

 Corporate Opportunities: these are protected.

 Competition and Fair Dealing: fair dealing is 

encouraged and non-competitive behaviour is not 

permitted.

6. Challenge: in the framework of continuous 

improvement, to set aggressive goals, and take a 

challenge on a daily basis.

7. Question Authority: to acknowledge the right, 

and exercise the obligation, to ask questions, including 

questions of management; 

8. Performance: to focus on delivering superior 

performance, by being proactive, maintaining the 

tempo of decision making and always thinking about 

improving the results of work activities.

9. Reward: to exercise continuous thinking and good 

judgement, to be invaluable to Energean.

 Discrimination and Harassment: Energean is firmly 

committed to providing equal opportunity and will not 

tolerate any illegal discrimination or harassment based 

on race, colour, religion, sex, national origin or any other 

protected class.

 HSE: Energean is committed to ensuring the health 

and safety of all our employees and the people who 

could be impacted by our activities, as well as the 

protection of the environment in which we work and 

respect for the interests of the communities in which 

we work, and we have HSE policies in place to enable 

this.

Our Ethics Policy outlines what is expected from every Energean employee in terms of business ethics. 

These requirements include, but are not limited to, the below: 

Transparent Relationships with Host Governments 

As part of our zero tolerance approach to bribery and corruption, our ABC Policy prohibits any financial or non-

financial advantage being given, offered or promised to public officials, and political contributions are not permitted. 

Disclosure of Payments to Host Governments

Energean complies with the Reports on Payments to Governments Regulations (UK Regulations), which came into 

force on 1 December 2014 and require UK companies in the extractive sector to publicly disclose payments made to 

governments in the countries where they undertake extractive operations. The regulations implement Chapter 10 of 

EU Accounting Directive (2013/34/ EU). The UK Regulations came into effect on 1 January 2015. 

Energean had disclosed payments made to governments (unaudited) in its Annual Report 2018 (pages 171 - 173). The 

2018 disclosure remains in line with the EU Directive and UK Regulations and we have provided additional voluntary 

disclosure on withholding taxes, PAYE and other taxes. 

During the reporting period there have been no recorded incidents of corruption either internally or involving 

our business partners. 
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4. Symbiosis

Symbiosis (noun  /̩sɪm.baɪ̍ əʊ.sɪs/  word of Greek origin)

- interaction between two different organisms living in 
close physical association, typically to the advantage of both.

- a relationship between people or organizations that 
depend on each other equally.
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Occupational Health & Safety And Wellbeing

GRI 103-2

For more information on the quantitative evaluation of our management approach please go to the chapter Energean in 

Numbers.

Material Topic

Our Management Approach
We are committed to protecting the health and safety of all individuals affected by our operations, including 

employees, contractors and the society in general. Our core business principles and philosophy in the context of 

occupational Health and Safety are demonstrated within our Code of Conduct. The Code stresses the importance of 

taking time to carry out the respective tasks in a safe and responsible manner, while being alert to potential health 

and safety risks at all times. 

We continuously aim to achieve and maintain high standards of HSE performance and to this purpose we provide the 

necessary resources and equipment (e.g. Personal Protective Equipment) to our people to achieve those standards 

and to carry out their work safely. Further to this we implement systematic screening process of our contractors and 

suppliers, in terms of health and safety performance, to ensure the adoption of our safety culture across all of our 

operations and supplies.

In order to manage our responsibilities towards the 

protection of the health and safety of our personnel, 

we have established a Health and Safety Management 

System (H&S MS), tailored to organizational needs and 

aligned with the requirements of international standards 

and European safety directives. Our H&S MS, has been 

demonstrated on the ‘Plan-Do-Assess-Adjust’ cycle, 

functioning on the basis of continuous improvement.

Our commitment towards providing a healthy and safe working environment, starts from the top management level, 

in which our CEO is responsible for taking all necessary steps to ensure that the highest level of H&S performance 

is achieved within the Company. 

Compliance with all applicable H&S legislation and regulations as well as reporting on our H&S performance 

constitute core principles of Energean, expressing the high level of integration of social responsibility and 

accountability practices throughout the organization. 

Towards preventing potential health and safety incidents, we adopt the precautionary principle approach, by 

implementing H&S investment plans, providing regular training to our employees and promoting a wider health and 

safety culture to all of our employees, contractors and suppliers.

In addition, we believe that regular training on occupational health and safety related topics is critical for the proper 

and safe execution of work carried out by our employees and our contractors. Therefore, we have set an ongoing 

competence and assurance management scheme, and provide appropriate HSE training to all employees. The 

frequency of the trainings depend on the specific needs and requirements, while H&S training is provided to all 

employees and contractors either annually or bi annually. 

Health & safety management system and policy

Promoting health and safety excellence across energean

Our risk assessment process is a rigorous process that encompasses consultation, modelling, on-site observations, 

literature review and other methods. In order to manage our health and safety risks efficiently, we verify and review 

the results of the risk assessment process. 

Our Company has safeguards against identified risks and manages risks so far as is reasonably practicable, ensuring 

that they are within the ‘acceptable’ or ‘tolerable’ ALARP region (As Low As Reasonably Practicable). Energean 

follows the Mitigation Hierarchy for Health and Safety (shown below) whenever the need arises to devise appropriate 

mitigation and management strategies and measures. In addition, Energean has in place a ‘Stop work’ policy, which 

stipulates that any person employed and/or contracted by Energean shall immediately stop work in case that any 

employee, a company asset or the local environment is at risk. This policy stresses that no fault shall be placed on 

any employee that calls for a Stop Work order, even this order proves to be unnecessary upon further investigation. 

Work shall resume after approval is provided, taking into account all the relevant safety aspects. 

Physically remove
the hazard

Replace
the hazard

Isolate the people
from the hazard

Change the way
people work

Protect the worker with 
Personal Protective 
Equipment

Risk management

Hierarchy of controls
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Taking into account the toxic effect of the consumption 

of alcohol and drugs, and the level of associated 

risks, Energean has established a relevant policy, to 

ensure its people health and wellbeing. The policy 

is strictly forbidding alcohol and drug possession 

and consumption both on its onshore and offshore 

operations and Energean maintain its rights to perform 

periodical checks. Staff undergoing medical treatment 

is obliged to inform the respective line of business 

managers, immediately upon their arrival at the 

working place.

Effective grievance mechanisms play an important 

role in the protection of the health and safety of our 

people. Energean encourages its personnel to speak 

up in good faith if they become aware of breaches 

of the Company’s policies and its Code of Conduct. 

Concerns can be raised to the CEO, and/or the Group’s 

HR & Administration and legal department. Energean’s 

“No Retaliation Policy” protects individuals who raise 

concerns as our Company does not tolerate any 

retaliation to a person expressing their concerns.

Alcohol and drugs policy Grievance mechanism

As the health and wellbeing of our employees and contractors is of significant importance for us, we provide an 

annual health program, which includes biochemical analysis, physical examinations, and heart and lung screenings. 

Medical certificates, addressing the requirements of each job position are held by all employees and contractors, 

while we also provide private health insurance to all of our employees, with the exception of Israel where public 

health services are of a high standard.

As a result of our responsible and effective management approach on occupational health and safety related 

aspects, during the last 12 months (May 2018 to May 2019) and having worked more than one million man-hours, 

we achieved zero Lost Time Injuries across all Energean sites. This milestone includes all of our installations and 

premises in London, Israel, Greece, Montenegro, Egypt and Cyprus.

Health program and insurance

How we evaluate our performance?

Our H&S MS undergoes frequent audits and reviews, either internally or from external 

organizations. In addition, our work practices and safety procedures are actively 

monitored through regular inspections which include compliance checks. Prior to the 

initiation of a task, we carry out task risk assessments and operate on a Permit to Work 

system. 

We maintain a specific process for reporting accidents and other health and safety 

incidents, ensuring their systematic investigation and the timely implementation of 

the necessary Corrective And Preventive Actions (CAPAs). Furthermore, we continually 

monitor key performance indicators that enable the proper monitoring of our H&S 

performance and enhance the level of our accountability. More information on our 

performance is provided in the “Energean in Numbers” section of the present report.

Targets in 2019
Provision of innovating toxic hoods capable of protecting the persons visiting or working in our onshore 
installations without having direct access to breathing apparatus distributed to operations and maintenance 
departments. 

Replacement of the offshore breathing apparatus purchased during the beginning of the operations with 
new modern design apparatus suitable for providing the greatest possible protection against potential toxic 
environment, to all personnel working in our offshore installations. 
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All of our operating sites have been assessed and monitored in terms of biodiversity risk. 

Biodiversity Protection And Preservation

GRI 103-2, G4-OG4

Material Topic

Our Management Approach

Biodiversity protection and preservation, as well as the conservation of the surrounding ecosystems of E&P 

operations is fundamental to Energean’s sustainable business development. Several exploration and production 

activities take place close to sensitive environments and have the potential to threat species and habitats through 

hydrocarbon contamination caused by oil spills and leaks. Against this, in Energean we have developed a well-

structured and streamlined environmental policy, which is included in our Code of Conduct, having as a main goal 

to prevent pollution and protect biodiversity. In this context, we apply the precautionary principle and promote 

environmental initiatives in order to minimize any potential impact on biodiversity.

In order to fulfil this purpose, we engage with technical experts, educational institutions, governmental departments 

and NGOs, along with local stakeholders. A typical example is an independent offshore study in the Kavala Gulf, 

conducted by the National and Kapodistrian University of Athens in cooperation with Energean, about the benthic 

fauna with the aim of assessing the environmental quality in the area of one operating and two proposed crude oil 

extraction platforms. The study concluded that the offshore production installations have not affected negatively 

the benthic ecosystem, since the benthic communities are similar to those described for the area in the past.

We assess the potential biodiversity impacts in all phases of a project to ensure responsible and effective execution 

of our environmental commitments related to the construction phase of each project, our future operations in the 

area of interest, and potential future developments as well as of the final decommissioning phase. Discharges from 

our drilling operations are assessed in terms of the impact on potentially affected natural resources and endangered 

species, while mitigating measures are examined and implemented whenever deemed necessary.

To this purpose, we have developed an Environmental Management & Monitoring Plan (ESMMP) which specifies 

a set of actions that will lead to the conservation or enhancement of biodiversity. The role and responsibilities of 

Energean and of its contractors throughout the project phases of Prinos Development Project, are defined and 

communicated through the ESMMP. 

Particularly for biodiversity, we have developed a Biodiversity Wildlife Management Plan, which covers the following 

areas:

 Ecology and wildlife training

 Protocols for offshore works including mitigation related to marine mammals

 Pre-construction ecological surveys and wildlife inspections

 Habitat and species protection during construction (i.e. traffic restrictions, code of conduct)

 Monitoring and reporting.

In addition, regulations and directives such as the Bonn Convention, the Ramsar Convention, the Convention on 

Biological Diversity, and the Birds and Habitats Directives constitute the base of our assessments and monitoring 

plans and are being considered throughout our operations.

All of our employees are encouraged to act in an environmentally responsible manner, while training is offered 

systematically for raising awareness on current and new environmental issues.

In Energean, we are aware that the way we operate with regard to the environment and the protection of biodiversity, 

is crucial towards implementing our business strategy, minimizing operational risks, sustaining our ability to create 

value for our stakeholders, while enhancing our competitive advantage as a responsible operator in the Eastern 

Mediterranean.

For more information on the quantitative evaluation of our management approach please go to the chapter Energean in 

Numbers.
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Responsible Water Management

GRI 103-2

For more information on the quantitative evaluation of our management approach please go to the chapter Energean in 

Numbers.

Material Topic

Our Management Approach

Water is fundamental to our operations and to this purpose we adopt responsible practices, we apply effective 

management systems and we monitor the applicable regulatory framework for water management to ensure our 

constant compliance. 

In this context, all of our onshore and offshore water discharges are regularly monitored to comply with the 

requirements of the Water Framework Directive, the Marine Strategy Framework Directive, the Barcelona Convention 

and the International Convention for the Prevention of Pollution from Ships (MARPOL). 

The main types of water discharges resulted from our operations are: 

 Produced water, which arises from oil extraction

 Oily water (usually rainwater) which falls on surfaces and machinery and potentially acquires high 

concentrations of metals, grease and oil

 Utility water, including cooling water

Water discharges are currently produced mainly as a 

result of our production activities at the Prinos onshore 

and offshore facilities in Greece. 

Detailed information on the way we manage water 

throughout our operations are included within our 

onshore and offshore Environmental Social Impact 

Assessments (ESIA). Within our Pollution Prevention 

Plans, we cover wastewater management, as well as 

monitoring and reporting methods. 

We monitor and measure all discharged streams to the 

marine environment. We consider our responsibility to 

protect water resources in any area where we operate, 

by recycling and reusing withdrawn waters and 

responsibly treating discharged wastewaters.

We invest towards enhancing water efficiency, and 

constantly aim to reduce the water footprint of our 

operations, by recycling and reusing water used for 

production purposes, for cooling, for firefighting and 

for utilities. In order to maximize the efficient use of 

water resources, Energean take actions to ensure the 

proper and sustainable use of water resources and 

the prevention of pollution, while also applies the 

most advanced innovations for efficient use of water 

resources in implementing new projects.

To ensure the proper water management we perform 

daily worksite checks, including checkpoints for water 

use and potential water pollution incidents. 

Potential impacts of our operations on the water 

environment are thoroughly investigated during our 

ESIAs and the necessary mitigation measures are 

identified and planned. Produced water from our 

projects is treated and cleaned of oil and hydrogen 

sulfide prior to being discharged, and in line with the 

applicable environmental permit conditions and set 

limits. Rainwater is handled through a Close Drains 

system, which prevents unintentional discharge of 

untreated fluids directly to the sea.

Access to clean water is a key human right and 

of high importance to local communities and the 

environment. In recognition of this right, we take into 

account the social, economic and political implications 

of our operations. Energean aims to properly manage 

and act upon any complaints raised by the relevant 

stakeholders. This process is owned by the responsible 

Environmental Officer, with the involvement of the 

Group’s HSE Director when deemed necessary. 
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Emergency Preparedness

GRI 103-2, GRI 306-3

Our Management Approach

Material Topic

Emergency preparedness and response is one of the 

key pillars of our operational framework and control 

mechanisms. Within this framework, we develop, 

implement, monitor and review procedures and 

instructions for safe operation. 

In recognition of our responsibility to safeguard the local 

communities and the environment where we operate, 

we have established a Corporate Major Accident 

Prevention Policy (CMAPP), authorized by our Board 

of Directors. This policy ensures compliance with the 

Offshore Safety Directive 2013/30/EU and the Seveso 

Directive 2012/18/EU. The policy demonstrates our 

commitment to continuously  improve our systems  and 

Prior to the initiation of a project, Energean performs 

Quantitative Risk Assessment (QRA) studies, in order 

to determine the level of risk associated with the 

facilities. In line with national and European legislation, 

we prepare Safety Cases for our projects, and define 

oil spill scenarios which are subsequently thoroughly 

modelled so as to assess potential environmental 

impacts. Energean continually works towards defining 

major accidents, identifying relevant scenarios, and 

investigating the nature of the relevant consequences, 

while assessing their potential frequency. The results of 

these processes, enable the Company to assess the risk 

of major accidents in a timely manner and take steps to 

eliminate related consequences. 

Furthermore, a detailed Contingency Plan is developed 

for each of the Company’s projects and risk is managed 

to a level of “As Low As Reasonably Practical” (ALARP). 

The Plan outlines responsibilities across the employee 

hierarchy, covering both the onshore and the offshore 

operations. Such a plan outlines the procedure for the 

mobilization of personnel and equipment in case of an 

emergency. The Company makes no compromises in 

this regard, even if a contingency procedure results in 

overreaction or unnecessary actions. According to the 

Contingency Plan, Safety Drills are frequently performed 

and all staff receives annual training. In addition, Personal 

Protective Equipment is available to all of our facilities 

to be used by any employee or contractor, in case of 

emergency. As per our HSE & Social Responsibility 

Policy and our Code of Conduct, it is our responsibility 

to maintain all our emergency procedures up to date, 

tested and evaluated for their effectiveness. The Code 

provides further guidance on employees on how to act

Given the nature of our industry and operations, the implementation of this policy enables us to control the risk 

of major accidents. The effective application of CMAPP via Energean’s HSE management system is governed by 

practices as follows:

 Organization, Personnel & Training; 

 Identification and Evaluation of Major Hazards, with the active involvement of all employees; 

 Operational Control; 

 Management of Change; 

 Planning for Emergencies; 

 Monitoring Performance, through established KPIs reported quarterly to Country manager and the BoD;

 Regular Audit and Review.

achieve high standards of HSE performance in line with 

technological advances and good oilfield practices, 

to all onshore and offshore installations owned or 

operated by Energean. In the context of responsibilities, 

each Country Manager is responsible for country-wide 

implementation of the CMAPP, while BoD in each of 

Energean’s subsidiaries is responsible for ensuring 

compliance of the CMAPP with the management 

systems and activities that take place to each company. 

At the upper management level, the general BoD of 

Energean is responsible to ensure compliance of the 

CMAPP with applicable legislation and Energean’s core 

values, Code of Conduct and corporate strategy.

in case of an emergency. Specifically, employees should 

be aware of the procedures that apply to their area of 

work in case of an emergency, and should ensure that 

visitors are also familiar with them. 

Our Safety Procedures stipulate that no work is 

conducted without pre-job risk assessments and unsafe 

work is stopped immediately. To this purpose, and in the 

context of promoting a health and safety culture for all 

of our people, we have established a ‘stop work’ policy, 

applicable to any person employed or contracted by 

Energean, to be triggered if the person feels that any 

employee, a Group asset or the local environment is 

at risk. More information on this policy is provided in 

the material topic Occupational Health & Safety and 

Wellbeing.

Furthermore, demonstrating our environmental 

stewardship, we have established a Marine contingency 

plan, in order to define the necessary procedures for 

handling specific incidents, such as oil spills, pipeline 

and tanker leaks and non-controlled abnormalities 

of the production platforms. The plan applies to 

accidents and incidents on both our onshore and 

offshore activities, taking into account our employees, 

partners, local communities, local authorities and other 

relevant stakeholders. Our plan includes regular and 

comprehensive training with detailed instructions on the 

use of oil spill fighting equipment. All our facilities are 

fully equipped with the necessary technology and tools 

to combat critical incidents. Even though Energean has 

never had to put its emergency response procedures 

into practice, we remain ready to act in the potential 

event of an accident and/or any other emergency.

Energean’s operations resulted in zero spills during the reporting period, continuing our track record of zero 

environmental incidents during the years of our operations. 
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For more information on the quantitative evaluation of our management approach please go to the chapter Energean in 

Numbers.

Responsible Waste Management

GRI 103-2

Waste Hierarchy

Our Management Approach

In Energean we believe that effective waste management is not only an important safety feature, but is equally 

important to our commitment for on-going environmental protection and essential in fulfilling the social expectations, 

while meeting any related legal and regulatory requirements. Our responsible waste management approach is 

expressed through our Waste Management Plan (WMP). The main objectives of this Waste Management Plan are:

 To provide clarity regarding waste management arrangements for any development project and is intended to 

provide details of the overarching waste management procedures which will be employed by Energean and its 

contractors.

 To ensure that all parties involved comply with legislation and regulations for the management of waste generated 

during operations associated with the drilling activities in each development project and with accepted oil and gas 

industry best practices. 

Energean has incorporated from the early project design phases, principles and methods for responsible waste 

management and especially waste minimization. For this reason, Energean is committed towards the reduction of 

waste generated by its own operations as well as by its contractors and minimize waste at source where possible. 

Where recycling is not deemed practical, opportunities for using waste as a source of energy are being considered. 

All parties including employees, suppliers and contractors are engaged and encouraged to adopt the mitigation 

hierarchy approach presented in the figure below, in order to address adverse impacts on the environment and the 

human health.

Material Topic
Minimise

Reuse

Recycle

Recover Energy

Landfill

In addition, all contractors producing waste during 

development projects of Energean shall manage 

their waste in accordance with Energean’s Waste 

Management Plan. All contractors shall submit regularly 

waste records data in accordance with the requirements 

described in the WMP.

Energean’s drilling operations produce a range of waste 

streams including hazardous and non-hazardous waste. 

Non-hazardous waste is packed in suitable containers 

and securely stored prior to transfer to Kavala Oil 

Onshore Facilities, before transferred to the local 

municipality for controlled landfill disposal.

Hazardous waste generated offshore, is managed in 

accordance with Energean’s waste management plan, 

while also the related requirements arising from the EU 

legislation and regulations. A type of hazardous waste 

produced is the drill cuttings. Drill cuttings need to be 

treated to remove solids from re-circulating mud stream. 

Any remained solids from the drilling process that are 

not  contaminated  with  toxic  substances  are  returned 

to the bottom of the sea. Any cuttings contaminated by 

hydrocarbons from the geological formation or due to 

the oil-based mud are separated at the drilling units. 

These cuttings will be monitored, handled and treated 

to ensure non-uncontrolled discharge to the sea, thus 

preventing potential water pollution. 

We evaluate our performance towards waste 

management by monitoring the quality of liquid waste 

using sampling methods and chemical analysis, while 

we maintain a liquid waste monitoring book, which 

consists of chemical analysis sheets and remains at the 

disposal of the competent authorities. Regarding solid 

waste, Energean audits the waste facility to make sure it 

has the required capacity before it sends the waste for 

treatment.

Energean commits to examine continuously new 

processes towards efficient waste treatment. For 

instance, we are studying how to further minimize the 

solid waste produced by our plant, and how to maximize 

the level of waste recycling.  
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For more information on the quantitative evaluation of our management approach please go to the chapter Energean in 

Numbers.

GRI 103-2

Material Topic

Our Management Approach

Our commitment towards safeguarding the environment 

and reducing the emissions with known negative 

impacts on the environment constitutes a core part of 

our business strategy, as outlined in our Health, Safety 

and Environment (HSE) Plan. In addition, we develop 

Pollution Prevention Plans for our projects, addressing 

emissions and dust management. Energean engages 

all employees into the implementation of all aspects 

of its HSE policy, and provides relevant training on a 

continuous and systematic basis, in order to promote 

environmental awareness and enhance engagement of 

its people towards combating climate change.

We conduct Environmental and Social Impact 

Assessments  (ESIA)  prior  to  the  initiation  of  each  

project,  in  which   the key   environmental    issues  and

Regulatory efforts to reduce GHG emissions in response 

to the risks posed by climate change may result in 

additional regulatory compliance costs and risks for 

Energean. In this context, we ensure that our HSE policy 

address the local and national, legal and regulatory 

requirements, achieving fully compliance with such 

requirements across the scope of our operations. In 

addition, we address the applicable statutory limit 

values for pollutants according to the air quality 

limits established by the European Union and ensure 

compliance with the applicable European directives, 

such as the European Pollutant Release and Transfer 

Registry annual reporting on SOx/SO2 emissions.

Greenhouse gas emissions and specific direct/indirect emissions are key metrics that the Company monitors 

to identify and prevent potential negative impact on the surrounding environment of its operations. Energean is 

continuously monitoring air quality in existing plant locations and has implemented a Continuous Monitoring (CEM) 

System. This system enables the Company to monitor parameters such as temperature, pressure drop, H2S and 

combustible gases. For example, in the wider area of Thasos and Kavala, the Group has established 12 stations, 

capable of monitoring the total sulphation of the atmosphere on a monthly basis, and a central environmental 

station to monitor atmospheric emission levels and various meteorological parameters. 

The station is fully equipped to monitor:

 Concentration of hydrogen sulphide (H2S)

 Concentration of Sulphur dioxide (SO2)

 Concentration of total hydrocarbons (HCT)

 Concentration of methane (CH4)

 Concentration of non-methane hydrocarbons (NMHC)

 Measurements of meteorological parameters (wind direction and speed, 

ambient temperature, relative humidity)

potential impacts are identified across all the project 

phases. Through this process, our Company investigates 

emissions to air during the construction, operation 

and abandonment phases of each project, taking into 

consideration both onshore and offshore activities. 

In order to curb emissions from vessel operation, the 

Group ensures that all vessels utilized in its projects 

are operated to meet the International Convention 

for the Prevention of Pollution from Ships (MARPOL) 

requirements pertaining to emissions in the atmosphere. 

Furthermore, given that flares are sources of continuous 

emissions and may cause significant environmental 

impacts, the Company has taken steps to eliminate the 

need for unintentional flaring. 

As Energean is committed towards continuously 

improving performance on environmental topics and act 

as a responsible operator, we maintain a comprehensive 

Health, Safety & Environmental Management 

System. Environmental impacts resulting from the 

Company’s operations are subject to an Environmental 

Management Plan, which has been approved by the 

Greek government as part of our relevant Environmental 

Impact Assessment. Our Company undergoes frequent 

audits by local and state authorities during which the 

effectiveness of its systems and procedures in place is 

challenged. 

Air Quality & Greenhouse Gas Emissions

Targets in 2019

De-rating of the steam boilers due to lower needs, in order to lower NOx emissions.

Revamping of the Gas Turbine 1 exhaust system in order to reduce the NOx emissions.

Accreditation for Environmental International Standard ISO 14001 for all of its existing installations.
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5. Metamorphosis

Metamorphosis (noun  /̩met.ə̍ mɔ .ːfə.sɪs/  word of Greek origin)

- a complete change

- the process of transformation and development from an 
immature/young form to an adult form in two or more distinct 
stages.
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Community Relations

GRI 103-2, G4- OG10

We Combat Poverty

Energean has adopted a responsible attitude by the side of poor and vulnerable people, joining   

the efforts of NGOs and establishing reliable alliances with them under the common goal to fight   

poverty. Towards this direction, Energean:

 Supported the NGO “Together for Children” through the CSR initiatives “I give because I care” and “Secret Santa”. 

In this context, Energean urged its colleagues to donate children’s items and through a great response, Energean 

managed to collect food, personal hygiene products, cleaning and school supplies, clothes and toys in order to 

support children, adolescents and families in need. Further to this, Energean’s employees urged to become the 

Secret Santa to a child in need and feel the happiness of giving. In that way, Energean contributed during the 

Christmas period to the happiness and wellbeing of 30 children and families already supported by NGO’s food relief 

program. The activity of Secret Santa that took place in Athens, Greece, was followed also in Kavala. 

Our Management Approach
Our community investments are part of our 

larger effort to build trust in the societies 

where we operate and provide solutions  

to  chronic   societal    problems.    We 

consider this effort as a joint purpose and we are 

trying to increase our ability to provide sustainable 

solutions in the long run. We believe that the only way 

to achieve this, is through the establishment of mutually 

beneficial relationships between Energean and the local 

communities and authorities, as well as partnerships 

with NGOs and educational institutions. 

Our CSR policy is rooted on our company values, guided 

by international standards and best practices, and has 

become a fundamental guiding principle on how we do 

business. To this purpose, we work towards contributing 

to the achievement of the United Nations Sustainable 

Development Goals (SDGs) on our everyday operations. 

Our social activities contribute to the achievement of 

the Sustainable Development Goals and specifically to 

Goal 1 “No Poverty”, Goal 2 “Zero Hunger”, Goal 3 “Good 

Health & Wellbeing”, Goal 4 “Quality Education”, Goal 

10 “Reduced Inequalities”, Goal 11 “Sustainable Cities 

and Communities”, Goal 14 “Life Below Water”, and 

Goal 17 “Partnerships For the Goals”.

We Fight Hunger

In Energean, we fight hunger by supporting people, particularly the poor and vulnerable, who lack 

access to food and proper nutrition. In order to achieve this goal, we establish partnerships with NGOs 

and we contribute to their efforts against hunger, while directly helping people in need with food and 

gift vouchers:

   Donation of surplus food of the daily lunch of the Athens Offices employees to “Boroume” (“We Can”) – 1.562 

portions (“Boroume” is a non-profit organization that fights food waste by organizing the distribution of surplus food 

for charity throughout Greece). 

   Donation of Super Market Gift Vouchers for the Easter Table, to families in need. 

We Care About Good Health And Wellbeing

Energean cares about the good health and wellbeing of all people, ranging from its employees to the 

citizens of the local communities. Providing premium health insurance packages to its employees, 

while promoting health initiatives in the local communities, Energean seeks to provide a helping hand 

to people in need and especially to people with special needs and disabilities. In this context, 

Energean responded to the local needs through:  

    Development of a crowd funding platform to support the Special Vocational Education & Training School of 

Kavala. In this context, Energean established a crowdfunding project the proceeds of which will be allocated 

towards the needs of the Kavala School of Special Vocational Education and Training (the Kavala EEEEK), at Nea 

Karvali, Kavala, Greece. The purpose of the fundraising was the creation of a multi-sensory room for students in the 

autism spectrum, as well as for children with learning difficulties, hyperactivity or other neurological development 

disorders. The room is called Snoezelen Therapy Room - Room of Multi-Sensory Treatment.

We Reinforce Education

In Energean, we believe that it is our duty to support the future generations of Oil & Gas experts, who 

will staff the Greek upstream sector. To this purpose, we aim to secure a high level of educational 

skills, which can address the employment needs and future opportunities in the Oil & Gas sector. We 

accomplish that by providing scholarships and internships to existing and prospective college 

students, sponsoring student’s initiatives, forums and conferences, as well as donating school equipment. During 

the reporting period, Energean initiated the following actions:

Hosted 14 college students for internships and summer work during the summer of 2018.

Provided numerous guided tours and visits to college professors and students on our onshore facilities 

(“Sigma Plant”), at Nea Karvali, Kavala, Eastern Macedonia, Greece. 

Offered scholarships to two college students of the Eastern Macedonia and Thrace Institute of Technology, 

in order to acquire their Master’s Degree in Oil & Gas Technology.

Supported, as Gold Sponsors, the “1st Petrochem Day”, organized by Chemecon, a NGO established by 

Chemical Engineering college students.

Donated 500 sets of school equipment to six Municipalities in Epirus, Western Greece.

On the “World Environment Day”: Initiated and offered lectures to primary school students on Marine 

Environment and Recycling, in order to educate and raise students’ awareness.

Material Topic



How we evaluate our performance?

Our main goal is to raise public and employee awareness and to inspire the local 

community on related engagements. For this reason, we constantly aim to openly inform 

the local communities, as well as urge and engage our employees over upcoming events. 

At the same time, we welcome feedback on the initiatives and activities that have already 

taken place by our CSR Department. 

The primary way of receiving feedback regarding our approach comes from our day to 

day interaction with the local communities. However, in our constant effort to improve 

and maximize our social contribution, we plan to undertake local communities’ needs 

assessments in the future, through meetings, stakeholder forums and surveys, in order to 

better identify and hence address the specific societal needs.

During 2018, no significant disputes emerged with local communities and indigenous 

people, concerning land use, marine areas, cultural heritage, or other reasons. On 

planned and future operations, we aim to further enhance our relationship with the local 

communities in order to keep our social license to operate intact and retain their trust.
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We Protect Our Ecosystems

In Energean, we seek to prevent and significantly reduce marine pollution of all kinds. We aim to 

sustainably manage and protect marine coastal ecosystems, not only through the prevention of 

potential pollution, but also through remediation of the existing pollution beyond Energean’s operational 

boundaries. Our employees are encouraged to make a positive impact in local communities, 

and during the reporting period, they took part in the following voluntary actions:

Cleaning of the seabed of Kavala’s Main Port “Apostolos Pavlos”, with the participation of Energean’s divers 

and divers volunteers. The action was supported by Energean’s vessels “Energean Wave” and “Skala Prinos” 

(employees’ engagement).

Voluntary cleaning of Rapsani Beach (employees’ engagement).

We Stand For Equality

Through our slogan “We all can, we all care” we aim to convey the message that living with a disability 

should not prevent anyone from living a full life. At the same time, we urge everyone to fight against 

social exclusion of people with disabilities and contribute to a world of reduced inequalities. Towards 

this goal, Energean implemented the following actions during the reporting period:

Ancient Olympia Marathon: Donation to the “Association of Paraplegics and Disabled People in the Prefecture 

of Ileia”, Greece. Additionally, a team of 23 members in total from our offices in London, Athens and Cairo, including 

teenagers and children, participated in various races, including a night-run that we run next to the Association’s 

members who participated in their wheelchairs. 

Bath University, United Kingdom: Supported a Charity Wheelchair Basketball Game, aiming to engage 

students and to raise awareness.

We organized a Wheelchair Basketball Game for a good cause in Kavala, Greece: “Energean-Kavala B.C.”, a 

basketball team competing in the 2018-2019 A2 Men’s National Basketball Championship & Friends, played 

wheelchair basketball with “Kavala Sports Club - Wheelchair Basketball Team”. Energean’s CEO, Mr. Mathios Rigas, 

along with other company executives, participated in the game. All proceeds of the event were donated for the 

needs of “Kavala Sports Club - Wheelchair Basketball Team”.

Supported “Etgarim” (Israel), an NGO for the rehabilitation, empowerment and social integration of children 

and adults with disabilities, through outdoor sports.  

We promote Sustainable cities while preserving cultural and natural heritage 
of the communities

Sustainable development has always been Energean’s primary goal for the local communities where 

the Company operates. In this context, we work towards the protection and safeguard of the cultural 

and natural local heritage. During the reporting period, Energean initiated and supported the following 

actions:

 Support of the 2nd Dodoni Festival (a Cultural Summer Festival in Ioannina, Greece).

 Great sponsors of “ Kalpakia 2018” (a Cultural Festival of Historical Remembrance for the WWII Battle in Kalpaki, 

Ioannina, Greece).

 On-going and continuous support of Kavala’s Fire Brigade. 

 Grand Sponsors of Ancient Olympia Marathon.

 Grand sponsors of Kavala’s 21km Half-Marathon Race “Saint Paul Run”.

Additional Initiatives

In Energean, we believe that our host communities are an integral part of our operations and thus they are recognized 

as key stakeholders for our company. In this context, Energean held a range of additional societal actions, during the 

reporting period, as stated below:

    Energean, for the sport season 2018-2019, was the Grand Sponsor and Supporter of the Men’s Basketball 

Team of Kavala. The team, “Energean - Kavala B.C.”, competes in the A2 Division of the Men’s National Basketball 

Championship of Greece;

    Our company supported the Men’s Football Team of Kavala. The team, named “Kavala Sports Club – Football 

Department”, competes in the 3rd Division of the Men’s National Football Championship of Greece; 

Energean’s Floating Production Storage Off-loading (FPSO) Naming Competition 2018, for the naming of the 

Energean’s future built floating vessels. The winner of the competition will travel to Singapore for the naming 

ceremony in 2020;

Employees engagement through an Environment Photo Contest, with various gifts for participants while the 

best photos awarded and included in the Energean’s annual calendar;

Creation and publishing of the “2007-2017: 10 years of getting WISER” book, including words of wisdom by 

Energean’s employees;

Gold sponsors of Kavala’s “White Night”, in collaboration with the Commercial Association of Kavala and the 

participation of the surrounding local communities, with the aim to enhance and mobilize the local market;

Initiation of the collection and recycling of plastic bottles, lids and bags consumed on Energean’s platforms, 

delivering dual positive impact. On the one hand, the plastic is being recycled while on the other hand the monetary 

value generated through this process is donated to the local Special Vocational Education & Training School of Nea 

Karvali in Kavala, Eastern Macedonia, Greece;

 Decoration and delivery of Easter Candles at a Nursing Home;

No significant actual negative impacts of Energean’s operations have been reported and there have been zero 

significant disputes with local communities during the reporting period. 

Targets in 2019
Creation of collaborations and relationships with educational institutions, environmental orginizations and 
NGOs.
Enforcement of the cooperation with the Kavala Fire Service and the Kavala Airport Fire Service by organizing 
common drills to exchange knowledge and experience in the techniques that should be applied when dealing 
with fires caused by liquid fuels, in order to promote our social responsibility.
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6. Economic Acme

Economy (noun   /iˈkɒn.ə.mi/   word of Greek origin)

- the system of trade and industry by which the wealth of a 
country or region is made and used

Acme (noun  /̍ æk.mi/  word of Greek origin)

- the highest point of achievement 
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GRI 103-2

Our Management Approach

We generate value throughout the hydrocarbon lifecycle, which is subsequently distributed both directly, to the 

areas in which we operate, and indirectly, across our entire value chain.

We have created a robust strategic framework within which we will deliver upon our primary goal of sustainably 

developing our asset base in the Mediterranean. By optimising production, developing reserves and adding more 

hydrocarbons within our fundamental strategic pillars of disciplined capital allocation, risk mitigation, effective 

project delivery and operational excellence, we will ensure that we continue to create and distribute value to all of 

our stakeholders.

In Israel, we are commercialising our existing gas resources in the Karish and Tanin fields through domestic Gas 

Sales and Purchase Agreements (GSPAs), contributing to competition, diversity and security of supply. This is being 

achieved in the context of a project focused on risk mitigation and disciplined capital allocation, which we believe 

will deliver strong economic returns to our stakeholders. 

In Greece, we are leveraging our extensive knowledge and experience to optimise production, thus delivering an 

attractive level of return on investment, and value to our shareholders. 2018 saw the delivery of exceptional results 

at Prinos, with a 45% year-on-year increase in production, 56% increase in revenues, and 29% reduction in unit cost 

of production.

The past decade has been a period of considerable growth for Energean. We have steadily expanded our operating 

footprint from one country to four; from two licences to 13; and from 2 MMboe to more than 400 MMboe of 2P and 

2C. Our priority is now to continue this momentum into the coming years, and to replicate the value creation that we 

have achieved over the last decade.

For more information on the quantitative evaluation of our management approach please go to the chapter Energean in 

Numbers.

Material Topic

Generation And Distribution Of Economic Value

1. Optimising Production

Our strategy is to optimise production from our 

existing low cost production base, ensuring the most 

advantageous mix of investment and production 

growth to deliver value and sustainable cash flows.

2. Developing Reserves

When allocating capital to our development 

programmes we take a highly disciplined approach 

that ensures that we only invest in projects that deliver 

substantial value for our shareholders, and which can 

be delivered in a low risk and efficient manner. Our 

development programmes at Karish and Tanin, and 

Epsilon, are undertaken within this framework and are 

anticipated to result in strong economic returns for our 

shareholders.

3. Adding More Hydrocarbons

We see our health, safety and environmental (HSE) performance as a key aspect of the overall success of the 

business. We are committed to the highest standards of HSE regarding our employees, contractors, partners and 

the general public, and the mitigation of our environmental impact. 

Our experience of operating in environmentally sensitive areas without compromising them is something we are 

proud of. Energean is the only oil and gas producer in Greece and, together with its predecessor business, has a 38-

year track record of operating offshore and onshore assets in environmentally sensitive locations. We have proven 

that hydrocarbon exploration and exploitation can be achieved in harmony with society and the environment, as 

exemplified by our HSE track record in the North Aegean Sea, adjacent to some of Greece’s most popular tourist 

destinations. In every year since the inception of Energean, The Hellenic Society for the Protection of Nature has 

awarded at least 15 blue flags to beaches and marinas in the vicinity of Prinos. 

As we continue to scale up operations, we will remain focused on our key HSE performance indicators and the 

safety of our employees. In particular, we will continue to transfer learnings from the experience and success 

we have had to date to all locations in which we operate, both now and in the future. Energean’s experience and 

conscientious approach towards the management of its assets will continue to be a key differentiator for us.
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7. Anthropocentric

Anthropocentric (adjective  / ˌæn.θrə.pə̍ sen.trɪk /  word of Greek 
origin)

- considering humans and their existence as the most 
important and central fact in the universe



Introduction

Energean has a zero tolerance approach to slavery, servitude, forced or compulsory 

labour and human trafficking. We understand that our business, including our supply 

chain, may be exposed to the potential risk of occurrences of modern slavery. We are 

committed to acting ethically and to putting in place effective policies, processes, training 

and controls to safeguard against any form of modern slavery taking place within our 

business or supply chain.

About Energean

Energean has recently grown in a significant manner.  On 21 March 2018, the Company 

was admitted to the main market of the London Stock Exchange and secured a US$1.6 

billion financing for the Karish development, offshore Israel. Energean operates a 

significant portfolio of production, development and exploration assets in the Eastern 

Mediterranean region. Along with its predecessors in its producing assets in Greece, 

Energean has a collective 36-year history of operating onshore and offshore assets with a 

stellar record in relation to respecting and upholding human rights in the workplace.

Governance, Policy and Standards

Energean has in place a corporate culture and business ethics policy, a whistleblowing 

policy and an anti-bribery and corruption policy, which form an integral part of its 

corporate governance. These policies set out how Energean expects its employees to 

conduct themselves in the course of doing business, with appropriate procedures in 

place for when an employee wishes to report any incidents that contravene the Energean 

ethos.

Approvals

This statement has been approved by the Board of Energean Oil & Gas PLC.

Next Steps:

SUPPLY CHAIN In the coming financial year, Energean plans to review the level of 

risk in each country where it operates or from which it procures services and supplies and 

to raise awareness of the Energean ethos, as set out in its policies, prior to engaging third 

parties.

TRAINING Energean will also continue with training Energean staff and contractors in 

order to implement our zero tolerance approach towards modern slavery.

Modern Slavery Statement

This statement is made pursuant to Section 54 of the Modern Slavery Act 2015 and has been approved by 
the Board of Energean Oil & Gas plc (“Energean” or the “Company”)
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Developing our workforce and creating a fair, diverse and inclusive culture 

Energean considers its human capital as its greatest asset towards operating in a successful and responsible 

manner, creating value and ensuring business continuity and growth. The skills and expertise of our people are the 

elements safeguarding the safe and responsible execution of daily operations, and the ability to create value for our 

stakeholders. Energean’s values of responsibility, excellence, integrity, collaboration, commitment, and engagement 

are embedded within the professionalism of our people. 

Our policies and practices support the creation of a collaborative working environment that provides the incentives 

and development opportunities necessary for our people to achieve their potential. We have established a merit 

based recruitment and evaluation system that values hard work and willingness to learn. Energean is committed to 

offering equal opportunities, with competitive salary packages and attractive terms of employment. Given that we 

perceive it as our duty to support the future generations of Oil & Gas experts, we offer employment programs for 

new graduates, provide scholarships and internships to college students, and sponsor student initiatives.

Our People

GRI 102-7

Having a skilled and dedicated workforce is one of our 

key elements to succeed in our business. Employability 

and creation of new employment opportunities are 

strategic goals of our Company. On this basis, we aim to 

provide an inclusive working environment that attracts 

the best talents and keeps them engaged and inspired. 

By enhancing our employees’ skills through training and 

development, we offer our support towards professional 

progress and achievement of personal objectives. 

The health and safety of all of Energean’s employees 

is paramount in everything we do. Our track record of 

exemplary HSE management during all the years of our 

operations, reflects our commitment towards protecting 

our people and cultivating a strong safety culture. 

We believe in supporting diversity and creating an 

inclusive  culture,  where  all  our  people feel valued and

are not subject to unlawful and unfair discrimination. As 

we value the opportunities that diversity brings to our 

business, we have created a highly diverse workforce 

in terms of gender, age and nationality. Our Board of 

Directors is composed of nine members, including 

one woman representing 11% of the Board, while 

female representation makes up 40% of the Executive 

Committee. Our employees and contractors come 

from 28 different countries, while the majority of our 

employees are within the 30 to 50 age group.

As of 31 December 2018, we employed 416 staff in six 

countries, while 370 of our people are based in Greece. 

Of this 370, 333 are based in Kavala, contributing to our 

onshore and offshore operations; we are one of the 

largest employers of the prefecture.  Our remaining 

employees are based in our offices in the UK, Israel, 

Montenegro, Egypt and Cyprus.

For more information on the quantitative evaluation of our management approach please go to the chapter Energean in 

Numbers.



Easter Candles Decoration for Nursing Home 

Cleaning of the seabed of the port “Apostolos Pavlos”, supported by “Energean Wave” and “Skala Prinos”

Voluntary cleaning of Rapsani Beach

“Ring The Bell Ceremony”, Tel Aviv Stock Exchange

Wheelchair Basketball Game in Kavala

Grand Sponsors of Ancient Olympia Marathon



8. Energean in numbers
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Regulatory Compliance

GRI 419-1 GRI 205-3
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Business Ethics And 
Transparent Relationships                           

With Host Governments

Occupational Health & Safety and Wellbeing

GRI 403-2

Biodiversity Protection and Preservation

G4-OG4

2018 2017

a) Employees a) Employees

Male Female Total Male Female Total

Occupational Dis-
ease Rate (ODR)* 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00

Lost Day Rate (LDR)* 52,83 0,00 47,97 16,76 0,00 15,68

Absentee Rate (AR)* 27.942,34 25.130,66 27.680,48 27.054,47 36.015,10 27.732,65

2018 2017

a) Employees b) Workers a) Employees b) Workers

Male Female Total Male Female Total Male Female Total Male Female Total

Injury rate (IR)* 0,62 0,00 0,56 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,82 0,00 0,77 0,00 0,00 0,00

Total number of 
Work Related Fa-
talities

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0
Zero incidents regarding 

non-compliance with laws 
and/or regulations, in the 
social, environmental and 
economic area, during the 

reporting period

0
Zero recorded incidents 

of corruption during the 
reporting period

100%
of Energean’s operating sites 

have been assessed and monitored 

in terms of biodiversity risks

Responsible Water Management

GRI 303-3

Total volume of water recycled and reused by Energean

2018 2017

Total volume of water recycled and 
reused* (m3) 8.861.365 8.877.488

Total volume of water recycled and 
reused, as a percentage of the total 
water withdrawal (%)

96 95

* Recycled and reused water consists of: a) the produced water processed through oil separator systems and 
returned in the sea, b) the cooling water pumped from the sea and returned to sea. Total water withdrawals in-
clude the steam and potable water, and the water injected to increase the reserve’s pressure minus the retrieved 
water from the reserve.

* Rate per 200,000 working hours (equal to 100 employees - workers).
Absences include sickness as well as permitted leave absences such as holidays, study, maternity or paternity leave, 
compassionate and any other leave.
In the calculation of lost days, we calculate scheduled work days.
Injury rate includes only work-related injuries.
Lost day counts the day after the accident.

Emergency Preparedness

0
Zero spills during the 

reporting period

GRI 306-3
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Responsible Waste Management

GRI 305-1, GRI 305-2, GRI 305-4, GRI 305-7

GRI 306-2 G4-OG10

Air Quality & Greenhouse Gas emissions

Direct (Scope 1) GHG 
emissions

Indirect (Scope 2) GHG 

emissions

Gas Quantity in metric tons

CO2 45.404 48.354

other significant air emissions

Gas Quantity in metric tons

NOx 30,011

SOx 2.256,658

Total 2.286,669

Community Relations

Non-hazardous waste disposal

2018 2017

Total waste (t) 941 276

hazardous waste disposal

2018 2017

Total waste (t) 1,508 1,191

* 55% of non-hazardous waste recycled while 45% landfilled.
65% of hazardous waste used as raw material in cement industry, 20% used as an 
alternative fuel for energy production and 15% used for incineration

emissions intensity

2018 2017

Direct (kg CO2/

product tn) 
219 262

Indirect (kg CO2/

product tn)
234 341

0
Zero significant disputes 
with local communities 

during the reporting 
period

Generation and Distribution of Economic Value

GRI 102-7, GRI 201-1

Direct economic value generated 2018 ($’000) 2017 ($’000)

Revenues 90.329 57.752

 Economic value distributed 2018 ($’000) 2017 ($’000)

Operating costs 19.820 25.736

Employee wages and benefits 35.583 25.053

Payments to providers of capital 10.919 4.019

     Payments to government by country

United Kingdom 2.244 899

Greece 14.122 11.770

Israel 2.205 535

Montenegro 334 216

Cyprus 612 227

Egypt 77 118

Community Investments 182 175

Total 86.098 68.748

 Economic value retained 2018 ($’000) 2017 ($’000)

Total 4.230 -10.996
Reported emissions have been calculated including all the operating plants of 
Energean. Direct emissions are based on Prinos onshore and offshore installations, 
while indirect emissions are based on the purchased electricity from the electricity 
provider.
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Our People

GRI 405-1

2018 2017

Male Female Total Male Female Total

Percentage of employees 
covered by collective bar-
gaining agreement*

87,7% 60,5% 84,9% 89,8% 75,0% 88,5%

GRI 102-41

*Reporting Disclosure includes data from the following countries: Greece, United Kingdom, Israel, Montenegro, Cyprus 
and Egypt

GRI 102-8

Number of employees 
by employment type

2018 2017

Male Female Total Male Female Total

Full time 372 43 415 360 32 392

Part time 1 0 1 1 0 1

TOTAL* 373 43 416 361 32 393

GRI 102-8

*Reporting Disclosure includes data from the following countries: Greece, United Kingdom, Israel, Montenegro, Cyprus 
and Egypt

Number of employees by employment 

contract
2018 2017

Male Female Total Male Female Total

Greece

Permanent contract 345 25 370 341 24 365

Fixed term or temporary 
contract 0 0 0 0 0 0

Country Total 345 25 370 341 24 365

United 

Kingdom

Permanent contract 14 5 19 9 2 11

Fixed term or temporary 
contract 0 0 0 0 0 0

Country Total 14 5 19 9 2 11

Israel

Permanent contract 6 7 13 3 1 4

Fixed term or temporary 
contract 0 0 0 0 0 0

Country Total 6 7 13 3 1 4

Montenegro

Permanent contract 2 1 3 1 0 1

Fixed term or temporary 
contract 0 0 0 0 0 0

Country Total 2 1 3 1 0 1

Cyprus

Permanent contract 4 2 6 3 1 4

Fixed term or temporary 
contract 0 0 0 0 0 0

Country Total 4 2 6 3 1 4

Egypt

Permanent contract 2 3 5 4 4 8

Fixed term or temporary 
contract 0 0 0 0 0 0

Country Total 2 3 5 4 4 8

TOTAL

Permanent contract 373 43 416 361 32 393

Fixed term or temporary 
contract 0 0 0 0 0 0

Total 373 43 416 361 32 393

* In 2018, Energean hired 36 contractors, mainly for rotational positions on Energean Force (25) and for the FPSO de-
sign/construction (6). Other contractors hired on a project basis (5). In 2017, Energean hired 29 contractors, mainly for 
rotational positions on Energean Force (25), specialized in drilling operations. Other contractors hired on a project basis 
(4).

diversity of governance bodies and employees

Male Female
<30 

years old

30-50 

years old

>51 

years old

BoD

Percentage of individuals within the BoD 88,9% 11,1% 0,0% 22,2% 77,8%

Employees

Percentage of employees in “Senior 
Management” level

62,5% 37,5% 0,0% 12,5% 87,5%

Percentage of employees in “Middle 
Management” level

70,0% 30,0% 0,0% 60,0% 40,0%

Percentage of employees in “Other 
Employees” level

90,9% 9,1% 11,6% 67,4% 21,0%
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About this report GRI Content Index

GRI 102-48, GRI 102-49, GRI 102-50, GRI 102-51, GRI 102-52, GRI 102-53, GRI 102-54, GRI 102-56 GRI 102-55

This is the first annual Sustainability Report of Energean which signals our first attempt to present an overview of our 

performance towards the three pillars of sustainability: environmental, social and economic. 

This Report, available also on on Energean’s website (www.energean.com), has been prepared in accordance to the 

core option of the Global Reporting Initiative (GRI) Standards and it refers to the 2018 reporting period (January 1st, 

2018 until December 31st, 2018). 

 

The Report has been prepared by Energean, and reviewed internally, under the coordination of our Corporate 

Social Responsibility Team, namely Ilia Rigas and Evangelos Leovaris, with the support of the Climate Change and 

Sustainability Services (CCaSS) Practice of EY (Ernst & Young) Greece. The graphic design of the report has been 

delivered by our Creative Assistant, Alexandra Iosif. We will consider to include external assurance in upcoming 

editions.

 

Your opinion is valuable to us and therefore we encourage any feedback or comment that can contribute to our

effort for improvement. For more information about the Report and possible questions about its contents please

contact:

Ilia Rigas

Head of CSR

irigas@energean.com

Energean Oil & Gas PLC

Website: www.energean.com

GRI Standard Disclosure Information within the 
Report Page

GENERAL DISCLOSURES

GRI 102: General 
Standard 
Disclosures 
2016

ORGANIZATIONAL PROFILE

102-1 Name of the organization About this report 70

102-2 Activities, brands, products, and services Getting to know Energean 8

102-3 Location of headquarters Our offices 76

102-4 Location of operations
Getting to know Energean

9

102-5 Ownership and legal form 8

102-6 Markets served
Getting to know Energean/
2018 Annual Report

9/37, 62

102-7 Scale of the organization
Getting to know Energean/
Anthropocentric/Energean in 
numbers/2018 Annual Report

8/58/67

102-8 Information on employees and other workers Energean in numbers 69

102-9 Supply chain Our supply chain 14

102-10 Significant changes to the organization and its 
supply chain Message from our CEO 4

102-11 Precautionary approach Symbiosis 32-45

102-12 External initiatives
Memberships 14

102-13 Membership of associations

STRATEGY

102-14 Statement from senior decision-maker Message from our CEO 4

ETHICS AND INTEGRITY

102-16 Values, principles, standards, and norms of 
behavior

Business values and corporate 
principles 13

GOVERNANCE

102-18 Governance structure
Our Governance Structure 12

102-23 Chair of the highest governance body

STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT

102-40 List of stakeholder groups Stakeholder engagement 15-17

102-41 Collective bargaining agreements Energean in numbers 68

102-42 Identifying and selecting stakeholders

Stakeholder engagement

15

102-43 Approach to stakeholder engagement 15-17

102-44 Key topics and concerns raised 15-17

http://www.energean.com
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GRI Standard Disclosure Information within 
the Report Page

GENERAL DISCLOSURES

GRI 102: General 
Standard Disclosures 
2016

REPORTING PRACTICE

102-45 Entities included in the consolidated finan-
cial statements Getting to know Energean 8

102-46 Defining report content and topic Bound-
aries Materiality Analysis 18

102-47 List of material topics
Materiality Analysis / 
Material topics and their 
boundaries

19/20

102-48 Restatements of information

About this report 70

102-49 Changes in reporting

102-50 Reporting period

102-51 Date of most recent report

102-52 Reporting cycle

102-53 Contact point for questions regarding the 
report

102-54 Claims of reporting in accordance with the 
GRI Standards

102-55 GRI content index GRI content index 71

102-56 External assurance About this report 70

MATERIAL TOPICS

REGULATORY COMPLIANCE

GRI 103: Management 
Approach 2016

103-1 Explanation of the material topic and its 
Boundary

Material topics and their 
boundaries 21

103-2 The management approach and its    
components Regulatory compliance 26

103-3 Evaluation of the management approach

Energean in numbers 64GRI 419:
Socioeconomic 
Compliance 2016

419-1 Non-compliance with laws and regula-
tions in the social and economic area

OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH & SAFETY AND WELLBEING

GRI 103: Management 
Approach 2016

103-1 Explanation of the material topic and its 
Boundary

Material topics and their 
boundaries 21

103-2 The management approach and its com-
ponents Symbiosis 32

103-3 Evaluation of the management approach

Energean in numbers 64
GRI 403: Occupational 
health and safety 2016 403-2

Types of injury and rates of injury, occupa-
tional diseases, lost days, and absentee-
ism, and number of work-related fatalities

GRI Standard Disclosure Information within the 
Report Page

MATERIAL TOPICS

BIODIVERSITY PROTECTION AND PRESERVATION

GRI 103: 
Management 
Approach 2016

103-1 Explanation of the material topic and its Boundary Material topics and their 
boundaries 21

103-2 The management approach and its components Symbiosis 36

103-3 Evaluation of the management approach

Energean in numbers/    
www.energean.com 65

- G4-OG4
Number and percentage of significant operating 
sites in which biodiversity risk has been assessed 
and monitored

BUSINESS ETHICS AND TRANSPARENT RELATIONS WITH HOST GOVERNMENTS

GRI 103: 
Management 
Approach 2016

103-1 Explanation of the material topic and its Boundary Material topics and their 
boundaries 22

103-2 The management approach and its components Axioms and Ethical Synergies 28

103-3 Evaluation of the management approach

Energean in numbers 64
GRI 205:
Anti-corruption 2016 205-3 Confirmed incidents of corruption and actions taken

COMMUNITY RELATIONS

GRI 103: 
Management 
Approach 2016

103-1 Explanation of the material topic and its Boundary Material topics and their 
boundaries 22

103-2 The management approach and its components Metamorphosis 48

103-3 Evaluation of the management approach

Energean in numbers 67
- G4-

OG10
Number and description of significant disputes with 
local communities and indigenous peoples

RESPONSIBLE WATER MANAGEMENT

GRI 103: 
Management 
Approach 2016

103-1 Explanation of the material topic and its Boundary Material topics and their 
boundaries 22

103-2 The management approach and its components Symbiosis 38

103-3 Evaluation of the management approach
Energean in numbers 65

GRI 303:  Water 2016 303-3 Water recycled and reused
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GRI Standard Disclosure Information within the 
Report Page

MATERIAL TOPICS

EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS

GRI 103: Management 
Approach 2016

103-1 Explanation of the material topic and 
its Boundary

Material topics and their bound-
aries 22

103-2 The management approach and its 
components Symbiosis 40

103-3 Evaluation of the management         
approach

Energean in numbers 65
GRI 306:  Effluents and 
waste 2016 306-3 Significant spills

RESPONSIBLE WASTE MANAGEMENT

GRI 103: Management 
Approach 2016

103-1 Explanation of the material topic and 
its Boundary

Material topics and their bound-
aries 23

103-2 The management approach and its 
components Symbiosis 42

103-3 Evaluation of the management          
approach

Energean in numbers 66
GRI 306:  Effluents and 
waste 2016 306-2 Waste by type and disposal method

GENERATION AND DISTRIBUTION OF ECONOMIC VALUE 

GRI 103: Management 
Approach 2016

103-1 Explanation of the material topic and 
its Boundary

Material topics and their bound-
aries 23

103-2 The management approach and its 
components Economic Acme 54

103-3 Evaluation of the management         
approach

Energean in numbers 67
GRI 201: Economic 
performance 2016 201-1 Direct economic value generated and 

distributed
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Our offices

UNITED KINGDOM

LONDON

3rd floor, Accurist House

44 Baker Street

London, W1U 7AL

Tel: +44 (0) 203 655 7200

ABERDEEN

Regus Aberdeen Airport

Cirrus Building, 6 International Avenue

ABZ Business Park

Dyce, Aberdeen AB21 0BH

Tel: +44 (0) 122 492 0021

ISRAEL

TEL AVIV

B.S.R. 3 Tower, 21st floor,

9, Metsada St.,

Bnei Brak 5120109

Tel +972-3-6715000,

Fax +972-3-6715099

HAIFA

Matam Building 1, Ground Floor

Andre Sacharov 9,

Haifa, 3508409

Tel: +972-4-629 5400

Fax: +972-4-629 5449

EGYPT

 

CAIRO

Building 11, 273 Palestine Street 

New Maadi, Cairo

Tel: + 202 25166913 

Fax: +202 25166914

GREECE

ATHENS

32, Kifissias Avenue, Atrina Center

151 25 Marousi

Tel: + 30 210 8174200, 

Fax: + 30 210 8174299

KAVALA

P.O. BOX 8,

64006 Nea Karvali

Kavala

Tel: + 30 2510 317201, 

Fax: + 30 2510 317204

CYPRUS

NICOSIA

22 Lefkonos Street, 1st floor, 

2064, Strovolos, Nicosia, 

 ,Tel: +357 22398398א

Fax: +357 22398399

MONTENEGRO

PODGORICA

George Washington Blvd. 102

A78 - 4th floor

The Capital Plaza

81000 Podgorica

Tel: +382 20 675569
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